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DI.mean carter 
That a link exists between language and culture has long been 
accepted; however, not only the extent, but also the exact nature of that 
link remains llllclear. In recent years, rhetoricians have raised questions 
about how culture affects the patterns of organization and other 
rhetorical features of writing. At present, the search for answers to 
these questions is made difficult by the cultural bias irrposed by the 
language of any analysis of writing that may be undertaken and by a lack 
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of criteria that can be used in perfonning such an analysis. 
In order to tmderstand why Japanese students often receive carments 
on their English papers indicating the writing is lacking in either 
coherence or cohesion, and/or that the writing is poorly organized., this 
study was undertaken. The purpose was to identify and describe the 
patterns of organization fotmd in the English writing of two Japanese 
students, to identify strategies the students were using to generate these 
patterns and to identify the students' perceptions of and attitudes toward 
English rhetoric. 
All the papers the subjects wrote for intermediate ESL classes in 
Portland, Oregon were collected. and analyzed.. Words, T-units and 
subordinate clauses per paper were counted, and ratios of each to the 
others calculated. Clausal conjuncts and hedges were also counted and 
classified.. Inter-sentential, paragraph, and overall rhetorical patterns 
were examined.. The two individuals were then interviewed. about their work 
and about English writing in general. 
The findings of this study indicate that Japanese culture plays a 
significant role in how these two Japanese students approach writing in 
English, but that how the cultural values actually manifest themselves in 
writing varies with the individual. Both writers indicated. that when the 
expectations and values of the second culture audience were explicitly 
expressed by a writing instructor, they could achieve greater success in 
carplying with those values and meeting the expectations. The writers 
also agreed that the rhetorical pattern of explicit statement of thesis, 
develoi:mmt, and restatement seemed redtmdant and sanetimes caused 
problems for them. Both differentiated between what they felt was 
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required to get a good grade and what they personally valued in writing, 
and that given a choice, they preferred to write in accordance with the 
latter. The feature identified as causing the roost discanfort was 
placement of an explicitly-stated thesis at the beginning of a text. The 
younger subject indicated that even in Japanese this practice is becaning 
roore cc::mn::m, however. 
Results of this study were inconclusive as to how clausal 
subordination affects coherence, but indicate there may be a develo?Teiltal 
continuum of clause handling along which at least sane Japanese students 
roove when 1 earning Eng 1 ish writing. Use of conjuncts as a cohesive device 
varied with the writer, with one student relying on them much roore heavily 
than the other. For the former, the use of hedges was found to interfere 
with the cohesive effect of the use of clausal conjmcts. That 
significant differences existed between the two subjects' reliance on 
clausal subordination and conjucts supports current research claims that 
a variety of cohesive devices can and do contribute to coherence. 
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FOR THE W<::MAN IN THE CHINAMAN'S CAP AND .MOCC'ASINS 
Sane patterns are best kept; 
others best broken. 
The difficulty 
is in seeing which is which. 
PREFACE AND ACKNGlLEDGEMENTS 
Many times I have heard the term reality spoken as if, in fact, 
there were only one reality. I have never believed this. 
Sane years ago I was taught that the elementary principle of drawing 
is learning to see, and that in order to paint, one nrust be able to draw. 
I did not l.mderstand this concept at the time, and was not interested in 
drawing. What I saw was col or, not lines and shapes. I did not want to 
draw, so I went about trying to paint without being able to draw. My 
painting teacher was disnayed, and though I was stubborn in my refusal to 
draw, I slowly began to wonder what it was I was missing, and why. 
Repeatedly, I watched friends of mine find lines in a landscape 
which I fol.md void of them, even when a given friend and I looked fran the 
same perspective. I noticed, too, how different ones aroong these friends 
predictably drew entirely different representations of the same landscape. 
The difference was not just in how each rendered, but in what each 
rendered as the subject. I wondered how I was ever to find the edges of 
things if they varied according to the seer. I thought that perhaps there 
were no real edges, only those of the imagination; and that if my colors 
were accurate enough, I would not have to learn to find any edges at all. 
But my painting teacher dogged me, "Even shadows have edges!" Eventually, 
I entered the realm of perspective drawing; and, though I am still no 
master of it, at least now I know what it means to learn to see, even if 
I remain partially blind. 
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Again and again this 1 esson canes to mind when I work with writers 
struggling to express themselves. It seems that roost of us focus on the 
rendering, without attending to our perceptions; but writers too must 
learn to see. The task is difficult enough in the writer's native 
language; but in a second language, the difficulty is doubled. The writer 
must see differently and express differently than he or she would in the 
native language. 
Rhetoric, in my mind, is parallel to perspective drawing: both 
require lessons in perception. For me, working on this paper has been yet 
another atterrpt to find the edges of things, especially the shadows, as 
these show the relation of what we see to what we do not. 
I would like to thank my advisor, Marjorie Terdal, for truly 
listening the first time I talked to her, for her encouragement then and 
ever since, and for her 'lmflagging support throughout this project and its 
precursor. My thanks go also to Kimberly Brown for her staying power, for 
her holistic approach, and for playing several roles as she deaned 
necessary and saw fit; all of then helped. I extend my gratitude to 
Duncan carter. His acute perceptions and the breadth of his application 
of ideas helped me to put things in a new light. In addition, I would 
like to show my appreciation to Sharon carstens, who with patience and 
huroor guided me in my first atterrpts to analyze expressions of culture. 
Because this thesis is the by-product of another, larger project 
still evolving, there are many who contributed to it indirectly, perhaps 
even without knowing. First, there is Kathleen Sands, my advocate, who 
taught me the meaning of "story," and in so doing, forged, in my mind, a 
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permanent bond among all peoples across all times and landscapes. In 
addition are the efforts of Susan Foster, for whose insight, time, and 
files I will be forever grateful; and James Nattinger, whose carrnents and 
suggestions helped bring the project to fruition. 
Many friends and colleagues have helped me along my way. I am 
grateful to Noriko Yamamoto, who has given me glirrpses of my students, and 
second language learners in general, I would never have envisioned without 
her; and who, in addition, has done much to help me understand the 
Japanese way and participate in Japanese culture. My thanks go also to 
Hiroko Kitano for the long talks, the dinners, and many, many research 
reports. Her generosity, patience and insight have been invaluable to me. 
My appreciation is extended to Kazuhiro Nuncrne, who lit a small light in 
a reality previously darkened to me, and in so doing, helped me to see 
this project to ccrnpletion. I would like to thank Phillip Crosby, Greg 
Fox, Jeff Klausman, and my farr~ly for all of their help with ccrnputers. 
Their time, patience, expertise and support granted my ideas a material 
form. 
Finally, I extend a very warm and heartfelt appreciation to Melisa 
Crosby and William Underwood. I carmot possibly enumerate the various 
forms their help and support have taken. For everything--frcrn Mexican 
cocoa, toothpaste, and last-minute deliveries of papers; to long talks 
over coffee, hugs, and steadfast spirits--! am grateful. 
This study would not have been possible without the cooperation of 
those who so generously participated in the research itself. Because of 
their experiences, and their willingness to share those experiences, my 
perceptions have taken shape and found expression. To them I say, 
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CHAPTER I 
INTROOOCTION 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
This report represents an effort to develop a method for describing 
and characterizing the way a writer organizes his or her ideas at the 
sentence, paragraph, and rhetorical levels. 
Despite ongoing debate about the characterization of organizational 
patterns used in English writing, few methods are available for describing 
these patterns. Furthenoore, no method has been fotmd that can be used 
to characterize organizational patterns, which does not irrpose a cultural 
bias on the characterization. 
For exarrQ?le, categories such as cohesion and relevance are often 
used in discussing relationships between parts of a text (a text being a 
body of writing meant to ftmction as a tmi t) . In order for these terms 
to be useful, however, the parameters for what is to be judged relevant 
or cohesive must be specified and remain fixed. In trying to establish 
these parameters to be used in evaluation, a researcher quickly realizes 
that notions of relevance and cohesion differ fran culture to culture, and 
to sane extent, even within a culture. 
One obvious exarrQ?le regards argument. What is relevant to 
persuading an audience? An American might be likely to include only that 
information which supports the proposal fran one side. In contrast, 
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persons fran certain other cultures, including Japanese, might be more 
likely to present information supporting proposals fran both sides, 
leaving the value of each largely irrplied through an intricate 
presentation, and leaving the opponent with a question he or she must 
think about before reaching a conclusion. In such a situation, an 
American might consider nearly half of the Japanese argurrent to be 
irrelevant, while the Japanese might consider the explicitness of the 
American argurrent irrelevant. When writers begin canposing in a language 
not their own, they must redefine their notions of the parameters that 
govern textual organization according to the cultural norms of the second 
language group, if they are to write effectively. 
Kaplan (1966, 1988) and others indicate that a writer's cultural 
backgrotmd influences the choices he or she makes in organizing text. 
Kaplan, Purves (1985, 1988), and carroll (1960) have laid the grotmdwork 
for establishing criteria that can be used to analyze patterns of 
organization without evaluating these patterns according to notions that 
are largely culture-botmd. 
The establishment of such criteria is irrportant for two reasons. 
First, these criteria would enable readers, writers and educators to more 
concisely accotmt for differences in style and form among various types 
of English writing in different contexts. The relationships between 
content, form, audience and purpose might then be clarified. In addition, 
having criteria for describing organizational strategies would provide 
students and teachers in the field of English as a second language (ESL) 
with the tools needed to canpare the rhetoric (pattern or patterns of 
organization) a student is using with that which is his or her target. 
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Students and teachers could then work together to determine exactly how 
the patterns differ, rather than simply agreeing the patterns do differ. 
The student would then know not only that the writing is not typical of 
English, but also how the writing differed and how it could be changed to 
sound more English if s/he so desired. In effect, the student would be 
equipped to make conscious rather than blind choices about organizational 
strategies according to audience, purpose, context, etc. Teachers, in 
turn, would be better able to guide students who are learning to write in 
English without judging what may well be cultural preferences. Instead 
of saying a text is "incoherent" or "disorganized," both of which carry 
negative connotations about the student's work, the teacher could identify 
and name a certain feature the student is using. Teacher and student 
together could discuss the effect(s) of this feature, and the student 
decide whether it is what s/he wants in that particular context. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study was to identify and describe the patterns 
of organization found in the English writing of two Japanese students, to 
identify strategies the students were using to generate these patterns and 
to identify the students' perceptions of and attitudes toward English 
rhetoric. The underlying goal was to see how culture affects the rhetoric 
these students use when writing in English. A secondary purpose of the 
study was to develop a method for describing and characterizing the way 
a writer organizes his or her ideas at the sentence, paragraph, and 
rhetorical levels. 
This report indicates two sets of findings: a characterization of 
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the organizational strategies used by two writers who are not members of 
the mainstream American culture and a description of a method of 
rhetorical analysis based on those put forward by Purves, Soter, Takala, 
and Vahapassi (1984) and carroll (1960) and refined in the process of the 
research reported here. 
Aroong the reasons for choosing this topic, the most £1.mdamental was 
to learn more about the relationship between culture and language. A more 
specific reason was to find out sanething about the role that culture 
plays in the way writers organize text. The most particular reason was 
to gain tmderstanding of how Japanese students write in English and how 
they perceive their English writing, its structures, and the meanings both 
they and American readers attribute to these structures. The hope was 
that this information would enable the teachers of Japanese students to 
be more effective guides through the process of 1 earning to write in 
English. 
GOIDING QUESTIONS 
Several questions guided the inquiry as it progressed. Al though 
each question and the rationale for its use are explained and developed 
more fully in the chapters on methodology and results, a brief surcrnary of 
the questions is provided here. Individual terms will be defined in the 
review of the literature. 
1. What are the priori ties and values of Japanese students 
regarding English writing? 
2. Do Japanese cultural values and perceptions influence rhetorical 
choices, paragraphing, and intersentential relationships in the 
English writing of Japanese students? If so, how? 
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3. Do the rhetorical patterns these writers use vary with the piece 
of writing? 
4. How do Japanese writers perceive the essay and paragraph pattern 
of direct thesis statement, developnent and restatement? 
5. Do any features of the writing of Japanese students suggest 
there is a difference between cohesion and coherence? 
6. How do conjuncts contribute to cohesion and coherence? 
7. Is the usage of hedges related to conjunct usage? 
APPROACH 
For this research, the English papers two Japanese students wrote 
for ESL classes in Portland, Oregon were collected and analyzed. The two 
individuals were then interviewed about their work and about English 
writing in general. 
The study undertaken was a broad inquiry rather than a narrow one, 
because it was an atterTQ?t to uncover sare of the key features in the 
English rhetoric of the two Japanese ESL students, rather than to 
evaluate, according to American audience expectations, specific features 
of the rhetoric used. The rrain focus was on coherence-creating 
mechanisms, one of the three areas Kaplan recannended in 1988 for further 
research. The topic of coherence was selected because coherence is so 
often the prirrary target of ESL instructors' criticism of the writing of 
Japanese students. In any discussion of coherence, however, audience 
expectations enter in, so those became, in the course of the research, a 
secondary focus. 
The approach was similar to that of a case study, in which a 
variety of types of data are collected concerning a single subject. The 
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researcher collected cultural-linguistic background infonna.tion on each 
of two subjects, examined the English writing of these subjects, and 
discussed both the subject's writing, and English writing in general, with 
each subject. Due to the nature and purpose of the study, irost of the 
results were descriptive, rather than analytical. Of the analyses, only 
a portion were quantitative, because irost of the data collected were not 
quantifiable. Because of the volume of writing examined and the length 
of the interviews, the study was necessarily limited in scope. 
l 
CHAPI'ER II 
RE.VIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
RHETORIC 
Anyone who loves to hear (or read) a good story knows that the art 
of storytelling is as much in the telling as in the story. Listeners and 
readers respond to how Satlething is told as much as to what is said. In 
writing, the "how" is referred to as rhetoric, and this term is applied 
not only to narration but to all written forms. 
Rhetoric is in part organization of ideas, but it includes many 
other things as well--things which are not easy to isolate or identify. 
As a result, a clear and concrete definition of the term is hard to find. 
Alan Purves (1988), one of the leading experts in the field of rhetorical 
analysis, suggests that: 
We might define rhetoric as the choice of linguistic and 
structural aspects of discourse--chosen to produce an effect 
on an audience. Rhetoric, therefore, is a matter of choice 
with respect to the uses of languages as opposed to those 
use[s] that are determined by lexical and gramratical 
strictures. (p. 9) 
Currently, research on rhetoric ab01.mds. One of the areas of interest 
that has developed since the first large waves of international students 
hit colleges and universities in the United States in the 1960s is the 
relationship between culture and rhetoric. 
l 
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aJI.TURAL INFLUEiiCES 
In general , culture seems to enter rhetoric via two avenues: 
perception and convention. Ideas expressed in writing cane f ran 
perceptions which are culturally shaped and they are expressed according 
to conventions born of culture. Perception and convention may not be 
rrrutually exclusive, however; for, to the extent that perception is 
learned, it is largely governed by conventions of the society in which it 
is learned. Support for this idea canes fran diverse fields, and 
additional evidence is steadily accumulating. In 1966, Robert Oliver, in 
discussing the relationship between philosophy, rhetoric and argument, 
expressed the idea this way: 
Rhetoric concerns itself basically with what goes on in the 
mind . . . with factors of analysis, data gathering, 
interpretation, and synthesis . . . . What we notice in the 
environment and how we notice it are both predetermined to a 
significant degree by how we are prepared to notice this 
particular type of object . . . . cultural anthropologists 
point out that given acts and objects appear vastly different 
in different cultures, depending on the values attached to 
them. Psychologists investigating perception are increasingly 
insistent that what is perceived depends upon the observer's 
perceptual frarre of reference. (pp. x-xi) 
More recently, Anna Soter, in her 1985 article about cultural transfer in 
the narration of writers canposing in a second language, has discussed how 
the frarre(s) of reference learned during primary socialization influence 
schemata and discourse patterns, and how these in turn influence 
expression of thought in additional language(s) learned later. She argues 
that the rhetoric we choose is "very strongly influenced by our 
experiences with discourse generally and written text specifically and the 
related conventions that govern each of these within our own social and 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
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cultural contexts" (1985, p. 178). such conventions are established in 
canpliance with cultural values and priorities. In fact, according to 
Coe, one of the roles of culture is to 1 imi t and delimit the possible 
forms expression may take within a particular context and camn.m.ity, and 
to indicate which of these is/are preferred (1987, p. 19). As a result, 
within any given culture, one or roore camn.m.ities exist which are bound 
together in part by a shared interpretation of reality fran which shared 
expectations of form of expression evolve. When at 1 east one of these 
forms of expression is written, the camn.m.ity that fosters the form(s) may 
be termed a "rhetorical camn.m.ity" (Purves, 1986, p. 39). 
Learning the forms permitted and valued by a rhetorical camn.m.ity 
is a part of the process of acculturation. So, Soter concludes, when 
international students are learning English rhetorical forms, they are 
undergoing a cultural process (1985, p. 201). A large body of research 
indicates that while a language learner is going through this process, 
his/her cultural background influences the choices s/he makes in 
organizing and presenting ideas in writing (Coe, 1987; Grabe and Kaplan, 
1989; Halloway, 1981; Hinds, 1983; Kaplan, 1989). 
Kaplan, in his 1988 article on contrastive rhetoric, explains that 
this is so not because thought processes or cognitive frameworks differ 
with culture, but because rhetorical conventions are part of a set of 
literacy skills which are learned. They are learned at least in part 
through formal education (p. 264). Because rhetorical conventions are 
learned, they can be taught in the foreign language classroan. Before 
they can be taught, however, sane standardized means of identifying and 
characterizing writing conventions nrust be developed. Otherwise, there 
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wil 1 be no way to make certain two people are talking about the same thing 
when discussing rhetorical features. Teachers will be limited, in their 
cannents to students, to explanations such as, "this part here does not 
so\ll'ld native," but will not be able to camrunicate, specifically, why it 
does not. 
Halliday andHasan (1976; 1985), Kaplan (1988), Purves (1985; 1988), 
and Soter (1985) have been steadily working toward the purpose of 
establishing such standards. They, along with other researchers, have 
laid the gro\ll'ldwork for establishing criteria which can be used to analyze 
patterns of organization without evaluating these patterns according to 
notions which are largely culture-botmd. 
Kaplan atterrpted to draw visual representations of organization 
patterns in his now famous 1966 article introducing contrastive rhetoric. 
Although at that time, the article was heavily criticized, Kaplan's idea 
of drawing rhetorical models may yet prove to be a useful tool, because 
it avoids the problem of cultural bias inposed by and inherent in the 
language used in any linguistic description of rhetoric. 
Since 1966, and largely because of the heavy criticism of Kaplan's 
initial proposal of contrastive rhetoric, Kaplan and others have refined 
and tested his ideas. In 1988, Kaplan delineated seven areas of learning 
involved in the mastery of rhetorical patterns, adding that in different 
languages the same pattern(s) may serve different purposes. Three of 
these areas are coherence-creating mechanisms, audience expectations, and 
knowledge of the subject to be discussed, (i.e., backgro\ll'ld knowledge 
shared by the reader camrun.ity as opposed to specialized knowledge). For 
the purpose of describing Japanese writing, the first of these was 
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initially chosen as the focus of attention because problems with coherence 
are often cited by ESL teachers as the major downfal 1 of Japanese student 
writing in English. It was quickly realized, however, that the other two 
areas were too closely related to coherence to .be excluded frcm the 
discussion. 
COHERENCE, COHESION AND CONJUNCTION 
Coherence, and the relationship between coherence and cohesion, have 
attracted much attention. Coherence may be defined as the way the parts 
of a whole go together to form that whole. As Halliday and Hasan indicate 
in their extensive analysis of cohesion and coherence, the "togetherness" 
of the parts is determined as much by the expectations of a reader 
(audience) as by the intentions of the writer. Generally speaking, the 
extent to which a piece of writing is characterized as coherent is the 
extent to which reader expectations and writer intentions match up one-
to-one (1985, p. 48). Both expectations and intentions, in turn, are 
affected by what is delineated as shared (background) knowledge. 
Cohesion, it now seems clear, is a kind of glue that acts upon coherence, 
and is only one of rrany factors that contribute to coherence (Widdowson, 
1978; Halliday & Hasan, 1985; J. Anderson, 1983; P. Anderson, 1980). 
Cohesion cannot create coherence, however; it can only help to maintain 
coherence already established. Both terms, and the relationship between 
the two, are discussed at length in Chapter VI. 
In order to talk about coherence and rhetoric, several terms must 
be defined, in particular, text. Halladay and Hasan define text in one 
of their early books on cohesion as "any passage, spoken or written, of 
whatever length, that does form a unified whole . . . 
12 
[A text is] a 
unit of language in use" (1976, p. 2). They proposed, as well, the idea 
that a text differs in kind, as well as in size, fran a sentence. They 
also supplied the classification system, now widespread in its use, in 
which all semantic relations between parts of a text are identified as 
belonging to one of four categories: reference, substitution and 
ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical cohesion. These semantic relations, 
they say, constitute "the set of linguistic resources" English has for 
creating cohesion (p. 48). One among them, conjunction, was chosen as a 
focus in this study of Japanese student writing, though not all aspects 
of conjunction were included. 
Conjuncts, and their particular contribution to cohesion, is the 
focus of Zamel's 1984 article. In it, Zamel proposes that the traditional 
classification of clausal conjuncts (e.g., and, but, however) into 
semantic categories, such as sUITmatives or contrasters, is misleading to 
students and that a syntactic categorization would provide students with 
the information they need to avoid violating usage constraints. For 
example, if a student knew that but is simply a coordinating conjunct, 
while however is a subordinating conjunct, they might avoid atterrpting to 
subordinate a clause using the former, with less than positive results. 
The perception of a need for this recategorization is based on the 
assertion that problems with cohesion in texts written by ESL students are 
due to breakdowns in conjunction resulting fran syntactically 
inappropriate use of conjuncts. Little research was fotmd to support this 
assertion. 
culture, and its relation to cohesion, is the subject of Dale 
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Holloway's 1981 study. In it, Holloway discusses the American value of 
individualism and the resultant lack of shared ba.ckgrotmd knowledge that 
contributes to the need for explicitness in English writing (pp. 1-7). 
She also suggests that elem:m.ts of cohesion are roore likely to be 
"culturally preferred" than "culturally determined," and identifies 
explicitness, ordering and cohesion as mechanisms contributing to 
coherence in English. 
In an effort to define categories that can be used to describe both 
the parts and the whole of a text, Purves (1985), Purves and Purves 
(1986), and Purves, Soter, Takala, and Vahapassi (1984) have developed a 
rhetorical scoring scheme based on Carroll's vector analysis approach to 
rhetorical characterization proposed in 1960. Even for the researcher who 
does not intend to use these categories in analysis, these studies are 
useful , as they 1 end insight into the cultural bias il'T'()osed by the 
language of discussion. Purves' approach to analyzing rhetoric, developed 
and refined continuously and reported in his 1985 and 1988 articles, 
differs significantly fran that of Myers (1985). Myers explains how 
sequences within a text can be typologized as coordinate, subordinate, or 
mixed; and how levels of generality can then be determined fran these 
data. Myers goes on to detail how sequences are only one type of cohesive 
tie, providing formulas for counting and analyzing other types. 
CLAUSES 
Clausal subordination is another type of cohesive tie, one often 
cited as an index of writing maturity. In order to look at this tie, at 
the relation of subordination to sentence structure, and at sentence 
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length, Hunt, in 1965, performed a study on the writing of native speakers 
of English of various ages. What developed from his study was a unit of 
structure which is countable and can be used to analyze texts while 
avoiding the issue of how to determine sentence boundaries. He called 
this segment a "T-unit," and defined it as "one main clause plus whatever 
subordinate clauses that happen to be attached to or embedded within it" 
(1965, p. 305). This unit of measure is particularly useful because it 
is not affected by punctuation or by coordination between main clauses, 
and at the same time does not disturb subordination or coordination 
between clauses, phrases or words. Hunt argues that T-units are superior 
to sentences as units of measure for writing analysis because it is often 
difficult to determine what to count as a sentence and what not to count. 
(For ex~le, is a sentence anything the student punctuates as a sentence 
or is it defined by a COIT(l?lete thought expressed with at least a subject 
and a finite verb?) An additional problem is that sentence length is a 
relatively poor measure of writing development. For these reasons, the 
Lix and Rix measures described by J. Anderson (1983) are unsuitable 
because both are based on sentence length. Lix is defined as "word length 
+ sentence length where word length is percentage of long words and 
sentence length is average length of sentence in words" (p. 9). The Rix 
is a mathematical extrapolation of the Lix: the number of long words 
divided by the number of sentences, multiplied by 100 (p. 10). The F-unit 
is another standard measure. It was developed as an alternative that does 
not rely on sentence boundaries. Lindeberg (1984, p. 200) defines F-units 
as "clauses and clause equivalents that serve an identifiable rhetorical 
function (e.g. ASSERT, EXEMPLIFY, CONTRAST) , to be distinguished f ran 
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those that only fill essential syntactic slots . . . within a matrix 
clause." F-units are inappropriate for analyzing ESL student text because 
by definition they include a reader interpretation of the function of the 
language segment. Interpreting function is likely to ifii?ose the cultural 
bias of the researcher on the writing. Both T-uni ts and clauses were 
counted for this study. Details on the definition of a subordinate 
clause, and problems involved in establishing this definition, are 
discussed in later chapters of this report. 
Al though none of the researchers referred to here presents a 
canprehensive approach to analyzing text organization, each of them offers 
certain ideas that merit further testing and application. In time, such 
testing and application should lead toward the developnent of standard 
criteria, which are not culture bound, for examining discourse patterns. 
For the purposes of this study, ideas were drawn fran all the research 
discussed here, combined and modified to fit the requirements and limits 
of this project. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOOY 
The purpose of this study was to describe the patterns of 
organization in the English writing of two Japanese students and identify 
the students' writing strategies as wel 1 as their perceptions of and 
attitudes toward English rhetoric. The underlying goal was to see how 
culture affects the rhetoric these students use when writing in English. 
The methodology used was descriptive in character and drawn from a number 
of sources (Carlson, 1988; carroll, 1960; Halliday & Hasan, 1976and1985; 
Holloway, 1981; Hunt, 1965; Kaplan, 1966 and 1988; Myers, 1985; Purves, 
1985; Purves & Purves, 1986; Purves, Soter, Takala, & Vahapassi, 1984). 
SUBJECTS 
Two subjects participated in the research; both are Japanese. For 
the purposes of this report anC. in order to preserve their anonymity, they 
wi 11 be referred to as Naomi and Kei ta. The subjects were chosen 
according to parameters intended to al 1 ow for the greatest diversity 
within the possible ranges of subjects, while controlling for amount of 
English studied and time spent in the U.S. In other words, an attempt was 
made to find two people as different frcrn each other as possible, who had 
the same amount of exposure to the second language and culture. Keita is 
male; and Naomi, female. A further criterion for selection was that both 
subjects had retained all of their writing ccmpleted for intermediate 
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level English classes in Portland. 
At the time of the data collection, Keita was thirty-six years old 
and had been in the United States for nine months. His hane culture and 
first language are both Japanese. English was his second and only other 
language. He had spent roost of his life in Tokyo and was enrolled in 
intermediate level English as a second language (ESL) classes at a 
Portland area college when the data reported here were collected. He had 
earned a four-year degree frcrn a university in Japan several years before 
caning to the United States and had worked rrany jobs in his country in the 
interim. His stated purpose for learning English was to be able to live 
and work in the United States. 
Naani was nineteen at the time of the data collection. She had been 
in the United States for eight months. Her hane culture and first 
language are both Japanese and; like Keita, English was her second and 
only other language. She had spent all of her life before caning to the 
United States in northern Japan and was enrolled in high-intermediate 
level ESL classes at a different college in Portland when the data 
reported here were collected. She had just graduated f rcrn high school in 
Japan when she came to Portland to learn English and prepare for college 
in the U.S. She is learning English for academic purposes only and 
intends to return to Japan to live and work when she canpl etes a four year 
degree in America. 
WRITING SAMPLES 
Both subjects were asked to sul::mit any and all of their English 
writing papers for analysis, including any drafts. Keita sul::mitted a 
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total of twenty papers and Naani subnitted a total of seventeen. Several 
of each subject's papers included two or m::>re drafts. All of the papers 
were reviewed, but only first drafts analyzed as it was clear that later 
drafts had been edited to exclude the features of interest as directed by 
instructors' cannents. 
The writing analysis included several steps intended to enable 
description of patterns at the sentence, paragraph and rhetorical levels. 
The analysis began with various col.ID.ting procedures. As specific i terns 
were col.ID.ted, they were color coded, so as not to overlap on subsequent 
cotmts. Two English as a Second Language instructors did the col.ID.ting. 
The primary researcher cotmted everything of interest to this report. The 
additional coder performed the same col.ID.ts on twenty percent of the papers 
of each subject (the longest papers). The two coders practiced their 
col.ID.ting technique on CCITl'ositions of Japanese students not participating 
in this study. After eliminating any questions, they continued the 
procedure on the s~les for the research. 
First, the total number of T-units in each canposition was 
calculated. As defined by Htmt in 1965, a T-1.ID.it consists of "one main 
clause plus whatever subordinate clauses happen to be attached to or 
enbedded within it" (p. 305). Following, is s~le of Nae.mi's 
text: "To learn a language is very irrportant. If we don't know any 
language, there may be many problems between persons. There are two 
reasons why we learn a language." It is divided into T-units below, with 
each clause beginning a new line. 
1. To learn a language is very irrportant. 
2. If we don't know any language, 
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there may be many problems between persons. 
3. There are two reasons 
why we learn a language. 
It may be worth noting that notm clauses ftmctioning as subjects or 
objects, such as "to learn" in this exarrq;>le, do not constitute T-units. 
A T-tmit must contain a main clause. Once the number of T-tmits for each 
paper had been calculated, the canpositions were ordered frcrn longest (in 
number of T-tmits) to shortest. 
Hedges were counted next. Words and phrases which softened the 
impact of the sentence or clause they modified, or which lessened the 
certainty of the idea reported in the modified clause, were counted as 
hedges. In the following excerpt franKeita's text (erfi>hasis added by the 
researcher), "seem to" would be cotmted as a hedge, but "usually" would 
not. 
When we are confronted with serious problems or issues, we 
have to solve it in the most beneficial way. Western 
inventors seem to solve difficult or negative situations with 
a positive attitude. They have usually found the solution 
with such a constructive attitude. 
In this case, "seem to" indicates that the writer is imposing his own 
interpretation and limits the hardness of the claim it introduces. 
''Usually," on the other hand, quantifies the number of solutions achieved 
per a total number of atterfi>ts. Thus, even though "usually" might be 
considered vague, or "soft," in sane way, it is not cotmted as a hedge 
because the "softness" is inherent in the fact, or statistic, rather than 
in the way the writer presents it. An additional exarrq;>le fran the same 
paper (e!t1?hasis again added by the researcher) may help to clarify this, 
in part because of its content, as well as because of its illustration of 
the analysis. 
Why are there such differences between the people of the 
United States and Japan in their attitude toward the solutions 
of the problems and difficult issues. I feel there are four 
reasons. There are geographical, historical, racial and, roost 
iIT(portant educational differences. People fran Western 
countries think of themselves as individuals. Children of the 
United States are taught to consider themselves individuals 
fran an early age. They are encouraged to be independent. 
They are urged to ask and answer questions at school and at 
hane. In conversations or discussions, people will often 
begin a sentence with " I think .... " or " In my opinion .. " 
These expressions allow people to show agreement or 
disagreement politely. But Japanese people tend to think of 
themselves as part of a group. Being part of a group such as 
catpany, a school or a family is a very iIT(portant Japanese 
culture. Because Japanese children learn not to be 
individualistic, they tend to conform with others. In my 
opinion, Japanese method of education encourage children to 
be similar rather than to be independent. 
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Here, "tend to" would not be considered a hedge, for the same reason that 
"usually" would not be in the exaJti>le above. However, in l'Tn.lch the same 
way as "seem to" is used in the first excerpt, both "I feel" and "in my 
opinion" would be counted as hedges for reasons explained by the subject 
here, as well as in interviews later. 
Admittedly, the criteria for identifying hedges were sanewhat 
subjective, based as they were on the effect on the reader rather than on 
the intent of the writer. These reader iIT(pressions were checked, however, 
in later interviews with the subjects, and the subjects' interpretations 
of the purpose of these phrases can be found in the chapter on results. 
A list of hedges used can be found in the section on results. 
Hedges in the first draft of each catposition were included in the 
initial count. The number of hedges in each catposi tion was determined 
and the percentage of T-uni ts containing a hedge calculated for each 
catposition. These percentages were then used for further statistical 
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analysis. Various averages of the frequency of occurrence and the 
standard deviation frc:m the norm were calculated to indicate the 
regularity of the distribution of hedges within the texts. In addition, 
occurrences of the same hedge were counted and the group of expressions 
ranked according to their frequency of occurrence. The percent each hedge 
contributed to the total number of hedges was then calculated to determine 
the frequencies of their use relative to one another. 
Questions were the third item to be counted. Anything the subject 
punctuated with a question mark was included in this count. Other 
questions, which were clearly intended as inquiries but were not 
punctuated as such, were also included in this count. An exarrq;>le of the 
1 at ter is reprinted below exact 1 y as it occurred in Kei ta' s text : "Can't 
you hear their parents 'We just finished our nursing!"' A list of all the 
questions found is provided in the Appendix E. Totals per canposi ti on 
were determined, as were percentages of questions per total number of T-
units in each canposition. Fran these data, averages and standard 
deviation fran the norm were canputed. 
In addition to T-units, hedges, and questions, clausal conjuncts 
were counted. Zamel, in her 1984 article on links in writing, defines 
such conjuncts as "those connectives more specifically referred to in 
grarrmars as coordinating conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions, and 
conjunctive adverbs or transitions" (p. 110). The same article includes 
a partial list of these conjuncts. This definition and list, along with 
the more canprehensi ve 1 ist of Hal 1 iday & Hasan ( 197 6) , provided the basis 
on which to determine what to include in the count. An additional 
criterion may be explained as follows. To be included in this count of 
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conjuncts, the word or phrase had to be linking clauses or tmits larger 
than clauses; and had to be used as a signal between these elements for 
the purpose of interpreting one or both of them. To il 1 ustrate how these 
criteria were used in the analysis, two excerpts fran the student texts 
are reprinted below. The errphasis has been added for the purpose of 
discussion here. The first excerpt is an example fran Keita's text; the 
second, fran Naani's. 
Keita: 
The Japanese, on the other hand, have regard for their 
appearance, even as a beginner. For example, if you go to the 
Japanese skiing slopes, you can see rrany people who have 
fashionable ski wear and expensive skiing equipment. 
Naani: 
In a slum, the buildings are ruined and the places people live 
are very dirty. Because security systems are not adequate 
there, the crime rate is very high. 
In the analysis of these texts, all of the tmderlined segments here were 
counted as clausal conjtmcts except for the "and" in the first excerpt. 
As Keita has used the conjunction, it does not link clauses, but sirrply 
connects two noun phrases. However, the same conjunction, as Naani has 
used it in the second excerpt, was included in the count , because it links 
two clauses. 
Percentages of conjtmcts per total number of T-units were figured, 
as were the relative frequencies of the use of particular conjuncts. 
After ccrrpleting all counts, and having read the samples through 
several times, the primary researcher alone examined the five longest of 
each subject's papers for answers to the following questions. Shorter 
papers were not included because this part of the analysis attended to 
interparagraph relationships. As printed below, the questions appear to 
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be both brief and general. A roore thorough explanation of each, its 
purpose, and a clear definition of its scope can be fotmd in the 
discussion of results. 
Rhetorical Segmentation: 
1. Was there a clear beginning, middle and/or end? 
2. Were there fewer, roore, or other parts than these? 
3. How was each part structured? 
4. How did each part function? 
5. How did each part relate to the others? 
Intersentential Relationships: 
6. Within each of the rhetorical segments, how did the 
sentences progress? 
7. How did each sentence relate to the others in the same 
segment? 
8. Did sentences in one segment necessarily relate to those 
in another? 
9. When they did relate, how were they related? 
Paragraphing: 
10. Were there paragraph breaks in the piece of writing? 
11. Where did those breaks which occurred fall? 
12. What were the possible relationships between pargraphs? 
Rhetoric: 
13. How can the overall pattern of organizationbe described 
or typologized? 
Hierarchical Parallels: 
14. Was there any relationship between the structure of 
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sentences , the arrangement of sentences within a 
paragraph or segment , and the arrangement of paragraphs 
or segments within the whole piece of writing? 
Repetition of Patterns: 
15. What, of the information gained f ram answers to the 
above questions, can be said to be similar, and what 
different, from one carq;>osition to the next? 
16. How might any structural similarities be illustrated or 
typologized? 
From this examination of the texts, as well as from the frequency counts, 
many questions were formed, the answers to which could be explained only 
by the writers themselves. These questions, along with many others 
derived from the researcher's experience teaching Japanese students, 
formed the basis of the interviews of the subjects. 
INTERVIEWS 
The researcher conducted both interviews. Each interview was 
arranged after subject and interviewer had been in contact for several 
months and had had several casual discussions in various settings. The 
subjects were each given a choice of two alternative locations for their 
interviews. To make everyone more ccxnf ortabl e during the taping, the 
researcher provided snacks and beverages in both situations. The format 
of each interview was open-ended and intended to draw the subject into an 
open discussion rather than follow a strict question-and-answer routine. 
Each was two hours long. The two interviews followed almost carq;>letely 
different paths; although both touched at some point on the following 
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issues: 
1. rhetorical patterns consciously learned and/or used in the 
subject's Japanese writing 
2. rhetorical patterns consciously learned and/or used in the 
subject's English writing 
3. the purposes of and reasons for using various rhetorical 
patterns in the two languages 
4. personal and cultural preferences for various patterns in 
relation to one another in various situations 
5. identification of parts, or segrrents, within pieces of writing 
in each language as perceived and defined by the subject 
6. the ftmctions of these parts 
7. how the subject decides where to begin and end a paragraph in 
English 
8. coherence in English compared to coherence in Japanese 
9. unity in English canpared to unity in Japanese 
10. the role of conjtmcts in English 
11. the purpose, meaning and use of hedges in English and Japanese 
12. the changes a subject makes on a paper between drafts, and 
reasons for these changes 
13. the subject's opinions about writing in general 
14. the subject's opinions about writing in English 
15. the subject's perceptions and opinions about the relationship 
between culture and writing style. 
Kei ta was interviewed in an informal setting at the hane of a friend 
of his who had previously tutored him in English, and who was known to the 
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interviewer as well. He chose this setting over the proposed alternative 
of a vacant roan on his campus. His friend was at hane, working in an 
adjoining roan. The tape recorder was placed at the end of the table, 
within reach of both subject and interviewer. 
subnitted for analysis were also on the table. 
The papers Kei ta had 
These and a supply of 
blank paper were available to both parties. During the interview, Keita 
ref erred several times to one or another of his papers. He drew diagrams 
of his descriptions and referred to them almost continually. The 
researcher followed Keita's lead in using the props at hand. Keita also 
mimicked the roles of teacher and student, as well as of other characters 
he used to illustrate his ideas, throughout the interview. 
Naani, too, was interviewed in an informal setting. Given a choice 
of a vacant roan on her Carti>US or the hane of the interviewer, she chose 
the interviewer's home. The interview was private, with no one else in 
the apartment. Naani's writing, blank paper and the tape recorder were 
on the table within reach of both parties. In the course of the 
interview, Naani gestured at times toward her writing, but never actually 
referred to a specific example. She made no drawings or diagrams. The 
researcher followed Naani's lead. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The results of this study include a quantification of several 
syntactic features observed in the English writing of two Japanese 
students, as wel 1 as a description of larger structural features affecting 
paragraphing and overal 1 rhetorical patterns. Cotmts of T-tmi ts, main and 
subordinate clauses, words, hedges, questions, and clausal conjtmcts are 
reported, along with various ratios determined fran these data. The 
descriptive ccnponent includes a characterization of student essays in 
teans of the number and type of paragraphs and other subdivisions of 
content, the relationships between these parts, and the patterns used to 
organize texts as whole and single entities. 
CLAUSES 
The texts written by the two subjects are identified by their titles 
in Table I (p. 28). The first half surrmarizes the statistics gathered 
regarding number of clauses and words in Naani's essays; and the second, 
those regarding Keita's. 
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TABLE I 
ClAUSAL CCMPONENTS OF TEXTS 
Naani MC SC SC/MC WRD L'IU LC 
Population Changes 5 5 1 104 20.80 10.40 
The Best Way 6 9 .67 109 18.17 7.27 
Why Japanese Go to 6 2 .33 62 10.33 7.75 
How to Make a cal 1 6 2 .33 47 7.83 5.88 
Learning English 7 1 .14 83 11.86 10.38 
On a SUnny Day on 7 0 0 48 6.86 6.86 
Business Letters a 9 5 .56 99 11.00 7.07 
Kyle Saved His Bro 9 2 .22 82 9.11 7.45 
Learning Foreign 10 1 .10 113 11.30 10.27 
Portland Is a Good 11 6 .55 121 11.00 7.12 
Reason Why We 12 4 .33 107 8.92 6.69 
Oregon State Fair 13 3 .23 107 8.23 6.69 
Welcane Hane, Vingo 14 4 .29 151 10.79 8.39 
A Fire 14 0 0 118 8.43 8.43 
Results of Overpop 19 2 .11 194 10.21 9.34 
Impression for Per 20 6 .30 158 7 .90 6.08 
Keita MC SC SC/MC WRD L'IU LC 
Religion 7 7 1 93 13.29 6.64 
Choosing Partners 7 4 .57 93 13.29 8.45 
"Dead Poets Society" 7 7 1 98 14.00 7.00 
Love 9 2 .22 70 7.78 6.36 
Pioneer 9 5 .55 99 11.00 7.07 
About Myself and 11 3 .27 127 11.54 9.07 
His Name Is Sail 11 2 .18 90 8.18 6.92 
Writing Issues 12 4 .33 107 8.92 6.69 
Christmas cake 13 6 .46 162 12.46 8.53 
Contrast My Life 14 5 .36 169 12.07 8.89 
The Hardest Choice 14 8 .57 199 14.21 9.05 
Positive and Negat 16 7 .44 255 15.94 11.09 
Cultural Differenc 17 10 .59 187 11.00 6.93 
Mystery 17 14 .82 269 15.82 8.68 
Technological Inna 17 17 1 292 17.18 8.59 
Changes in Family 18 10 .55 114 6.33 4.07 
Small Talk 20 16 .8 208 10.40 5.68 
My Story 25 13 .52 378 15.12 9.95 
Attitude toward Sp 30 13 .43 431 14.37 10.02 
About Fairy Tale 49 19 .35 491 10.02 7.22 
Television Program 55 31 .56 742 13.49 8.63 
-
MC: rrain clause/text SC: subordinate clauses/text 
SC/MC: average number of subordinate clauses/rrain clause WRD: words/text 
L'IU: average number of words/T-unit LC: average number of words/clause 
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The texts are listed fran top to bottan according to nunber of T-
uni ts contained in each, fran shortest to longest. Reading fran left to 
right, the first colurrn of figures indicates the nunber of main clauses 
fotmd in each text. This corresponds directly to the nunber of T-tmits, 
since a T-unit is defined as a main clause and any subordinate and/or 
embedded clauses attached to it. 
Naomi's papers ranged in 1 ength f ran 5 to 20 T-tmi ts, the average 
length being 10;5, the median 9.5 and the roode 6 T-tmits. In ccmparison, 
Keita's texts were considerably longer, ranging fran 7 to 55 T-units in 
length, with a mean of 18, a median of 14, and roodes of 7 and 17 T-tmits 
per text. 
In the second col urrn f rem the 1 eft, the number of subordinate 
clauses is reported. For the purposes of the cotmting procedure used in 
this study, a subordinate clause is defined as a dependent or embedded 
clause that contains a finite verb. Structures subordinated through the 
use of infinitives, prepositional phrases involving gertmds, or 
participles are not included in the cotmt. 
Naomi subordinated a total of 52 clauses in her sixteen papers, 
while Keita subordinated 204 clauses in his twenty-one papers. By itself, 
however, this information is hardly useful. Only in relation to other 
data does it becane relevant, as will be seen. 
In order to interpret the statistics contained in the second and 
remaining colurrns, attention must be drawn to the presence of a 
potentially confotmding factor. Both students E!lPloyed in their writing 
what will here be referred to as sentential hedges. A sentential hedge 
is a clause such as I think or it seems to me, which either softens the 
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impact of the information contained in the subordinate or embedded 
clause(s), or indicates that the content is the writer's opinion. For 
exal"Ci>l e, in the sentence, It seems he knew he was supposed to go. , it 
seems is a sentential hedge and would be considered the main clause for 
the purposes of the counts reported here, while he knew would be a 
subordinate clause, even though it may be considered the clause of primary 
importance due to its content. 
In Table I, no adjustment has been made to account for sentential 
hedges and their effect on the number of subordinate clauses, the total 
number of clauses, the number of words in a text, T-unit or clause length, 
or any ratios calculated fran these data. Instead, a separate section is 
included at the end of the report on clauses (p. 34). It presents 
averages and totals obtained by excluding the hedges altogether fran the 
various counts and clauses, and recalculating the ratios with the roodified 
data are presented. The two sets of data canbined may be more useful than 
either set alone in facilitating an understanding of the subjects' 
handling of sentence structure. 
Still moving fran left to right, the third colurm presents the ratio 
of subordinate to main clauses in each text, and indicates the relative 
degree of subordination employed by the writer (not including that 
accarpl ished through the use of participial , prepositional and inf ini ti val 
phrases). Naani subordinated an average of .31 clauses for every main 
clause. Keita subordinated an average of .54 clauses for every main 
clause. These figures seem to indicate that Keita relied much more 
heavily on subordination than did Naani. 
In the central colurm is the number of words in each text. This 
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figure was used to calculate the average lengths of T-units and clauses 
reported in the next and last columns, respectively. Both the length of 
T-unit and the length of clause were calculated in the hopes that they 
might yield information regarding maturity or mastery of the written 
language. Figure l, below, illustrates the_fluctuation in the length of 
these two units relative to one another. A detailed interpretation of 
this graph can be found in the discussion of results in chapter five. 
CLAUSE 
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LENGTH OF T-UNIT 
Figure 1. Relationship of clause length and T-unit length. 
Nacrni wrote a total of 1703 words in a body of 16 texts, 
representing an average of 106 words per text. The am:>unt of writing 
collected fran Keita was considerably greater, a total of 4674 words in 
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a body of 21 texts, with an average text length of 223 words, ~re than 
twice the length of Naani's average text. 
The degree of difference in T-unit and clause length produced by the 
two writers is not as readily apparent, however, because the number of 
words per clause is relatively small in CCJli>arison to the number of words 
in a text. Naomi's T-units ranged in length from 6.86 to 20.80 words, a 
span of approximately 14 words. The average length of her T-units was 
10.14 while that of Keita's was 12.37. Keita's T-units ranged from 6.33 
words to 17.18, a span of just under 11 words. On the average, Keita's 
T-units were 18 percent longer than those written by Naani. 
A CCJli>arison of clause length reveals a quite different relationship 
between the two bodies of texts. The average length of clauses in Naomi's 
writing was 7.74 words; in Keita's writing, 8.04 words. Keita's clauses 
were only 4 percent longer on an average than were Naani's. Her clauses 
ranged in length from 5.88 words to 10.40; his ranged from 4.07 to 11.09. 
In this case, his range was the broader by 2.5 words. 
As has been mentioned, because the use of sentential hedges directly 
affects the statistics reported in this section, a second set of results 
is presented below. In order to obtain these results, the sentential 
hedges were basically deleted from the subjects' texts, and the same 
analysis as above was perfotmed on the resultant bodies of writing. For 
example, to obtain the converted set of data, in the sentence, It seems 
he knew he was supposed to go., the hedge it seem.s would not have been 
counted at all; he knew would have been counted as the main clause; and 
he was supposed to go would have been counted as a subordinate clause. 
The number of words would have been reported as 7, in this case the same 
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as the length of the T-unit. The ratio of subordinate to main clauses 
would have been calculated to be 1. 
The reason for converting the entire set of data is that use of a 
hedge wi 11 add to the 1 ength of a T-uni t , the number of subordinate 
clauses, and the total length of a text without adding to the degree of 
sophistication of the writing. In fact, according to American reader 
interpretations, in an otherwise objective piece of writing, the use of 
sentential hedges may be considered a sign of incOIT'(plete mastery of the 
written form. Further interpretation of the significance of the use of 
sentential hedges can be found in the hedges and questions section of the 
results and in the discussion in the following chapter. 
HEOOES AND QUESTIONS 
Keita used hedges a total of 63 times in a body of texts 378 T-units 
long. This indicates that 17 percent of the T-units contained hedges. 
By carparison, Naomi used hedges a total of only 4 times in a body of 
texts 168 T-units long. Only 2 percent of her T-units contained hedges. 
The median percentage of hedges per carposition in Keita's writing 
was 22, and the mode 13. Whereas Naomi used hedges too infrequently to 
warrant a statistical analysis of her use of them, Keita used them 
regularly enough that sentential qualification appears to be a regular 
feature of his academic writing in English. Because of this difference, 
the remaining discussion of the use of hedges refers wholly to Keita's 
writing, except where otherwise indicated. 
Almost half of the occurrences of hedges used the phrase I think, 
with the rest involving one of ten other hedges. (All four of Naani's 
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TABLE II 
a:>NVERTED FIGURES OF CLAUSAL CCMPONENTS OF TEXTS 
Naani MC SC SC/MC WRD L'IU LC 
Population Changes 5 5 1 104 20.80 10.40 
The Best Way 6 8 .75 107 17.83 7.64 
Why Japanese Go to 6 1 .17 60 10.00 8.57 
How to Make a call 6 2 .33 47 7.83 5.88 
Learning English 7 0 0 81 11.57 11.57 
On a SUnny Day on 7 0 0 48 6.86 6.86 
Business Letters a 9 5 .56 99 11.00 7.07 
Kyle Saved His Bro 9 2 .22 82 9.11 7.45 
Learning Foreign 10 l .10 113 11.30 10.27 
Portland Is a Good 11 5 .55 119 10.82 7.44 
Reason Why We 12 4 .33 107 8.92 6.69 
Oregon State Fair 13 3 .23 107 8.23 6.69 
Welcane Hane, Vingo 14 4 .29 151 10.79 8.39 
A Fire 14 0 0 118 8.43 8.43 
Results of Overpop 19 2 .11 194 10.21 9.34 
Impression for Por 20 6 .30 158 7.90 6.08 
Keita MC SC SC/MC WRD L'IU LC 
Religion 7 6 1 90 12.86 6.92 
Choosing Partners 7 3 .57 91 13.00 9.10 
"Dead Poets Society" 7 3 1 89 12.71 8.90 
Love 9 2 .22 70 7. 77 6.36 
Pioneer 9 4 .55 96 10.67 7.38 
About Myself and 11 1 .27 122 11.09 10.17 
His Name Is Sail 11 2 .18 90 8.18 6.92 
Writing Issues 12 3 .33 103 8.58 6.87 
Christmas cake 13 4 .46 157 12.08 9.24 
Contrast My Life 14 5 .36 169 12.07 8.89 
The Hardest Choice 14 6 .57 194 13.85 9.70 
Positive and Negat 16 3 .44 243 15.19 12.79 
cultural Differenc 17 6 .59 177 10.41 7.79 
Mystery 17 12 .82 264 15.53 9.10 
Technological Inno 17 15 l 286 16.82 8.94 
Changes in Family 18 7 .55 106 5.89 4.24 
Small Talk 20 16 .8 208 10.40 5.78 
My Story 25 12 .52 376 15.04 10.16 
Attitude toward Sp 30 8 .43 419 13.97 11.03 
About Fairy Tale 49 15 .35 482 9.84 7.53 
Television Program 55 20 .56 701 12.75 9.35 
MC: ma.in clause/text SC: subordinate clauses/text 
SC/MC: average number of subordinate clauses/main clause WRD: words/text 
L'IU: average number of words/T-mri.t LC: average number of words/clause 
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hedges were l__1hj..nk). Of the remainder, only one other phrase accounted 
for more than ten percent of the qualifiers. Expressions involving the 
word seems C01T\Prised this hedge category. A C01T\Plete list of hedges used, 
their incidence and percent of the total number of hedges is shown in 
Table III (p. 36). 
One item in the list requires explanation, i.e., expressions using 
you know. These were counted as hedges because they appeared to represent 
some kind of politeness strategy. Though to some extent they functioned 
as expletives, they al so served to introduce the reader to background 
knowledge the writer intimated he expected he could assume. Because of 
the high frequency and dual function of this expression, it was 
interpreted as a face-saving device; thus it is included in the discussion 
of hedges. (Later interviews with Keita confirmed this interpretation.) 
For economy of space, percentages per cornposition of both hedge and 
question use are shown in Table IV (p. 37). (Keita was the only subject 
to use questions in his writing.) 
In a holistic evaluation of the compositions, the use of questions 
also appeared to be a regular stylistic feature of Kei ta' s English 
writing. In a total of 378 T-units, he included 31 questions; i.e., 8 
percent of the T-uni ts contained questions. The total number of questions 
per C01T\POSi ti on, and the corresponding percentages of questions per number 
of T-units in each composition, are listed in Table IV (p. 37). A 
carprehensi ve 1 ist of al 1 the questions posed can be found in Appendix E. 
Most of the questions used functioned in one of two ways: either 
to specify, illustrate, or otherwise narrow the focus or to shift the 
focus or change the subject ccrnpletel y. Because questions might have been 
Hedge 
I think 
seems 
probably 
(as) you know 
basically 
I/we can say 
perhaps 
in general/generally 
in my opinion 
modal 
maybe 
I suspect 
TABLE III 
INCIDEN'CE OF HEIX3ES 
Incidence 
25 
12 
5 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
% Total Hedges 
40 
19 
8 
8 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
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TABLE IV 
FREQUENCf OF INCIDENCE OF HEOOES AND QUESTIONS 
Title Total Total Sent. Total % 
T-units Hedges Hedges Quests Quests 
Television Program 55 15 29 2 4 
About Fairy Tale 49 6 14 3 6 
Attitude toward Sp 30 6 18 6 20 
My Story 25 1 5 3 12 
Small Talk 20 1 6 0 0 
Changes in Family 18 4 29 2 11 
Technological Inno 17 2 13 3 18 
Mystery 17 2 1 1 6 
cultural Differenc 17 4 25 1 6 
Positive and Negat 16 7 18 2 13 
The Hardest Choice 14 2 13 1 7 
Contrast My Life 14 0 0 0 0 
Christmas Cake 13 4 44 3 23 
Writing Issues 12 1 9 . 2 17 
His Name is Sail 11 1 13 0 0 
About Myself and 11 2 2 0 0 
Pioneer 9 1 11 l 11 
Love 9 0 0 0 0 
"Dead Poets Society" 7 4 44 1 14 
Choosing Partners 7 , 13 0 0 .L 
Religion 7 1 13 0 0 
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used to control the direction and flow of the texts, they may warrant 
examination in future studies of rhetorical devices. 
CONJUNCTS 
As is evident fran Table V (p. 38), Keita used clausal conjun.cts a 
total of 161 times, while Naani used them a total of 60 times. For the 
purpose of considering clausal conjun.ct use as an index of coherence, the 
ratios of conjunct incidence relative to the total number of T-units and 
total number of clauses have been figured. 
TABLE V 
CONJUNCTS RELATIVE TO CLAUSES 
# Texts 
T-un.its 
Total # Clauses 
Subordinate Clauses 
Average Ratio SC/MC 
Conjun.ct Incidence 
# Conjuncts/T-un.it 
# Conjuncts/Clause 
Keita 
21 
378 
531 
203 
.54 
161 
.43 
.30 
Naomi 
16 
168 
216 
52 
.31 
60 
.36 
.28 
In general, the two greatest differences in the subjects' use of conjun.cts 
were that Keita used a much greater variety of clausal conjuncts and that 
he used therefore with a relatively high frequency, while Naomi did not 
use it at all. The frequency of total conjun.ct usage per text in both 
Naomi's and Keita's writing is surnnarized in Table VI on page 39. 
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TABLE VI 
FREQUENCY OF CLAUSAL OONJUNCT USAGE 
Naani MC SC CNJT SC/MC LT LC 
Population Changes 5 5 2 1 20.80 10.40 
The Best Way 6 9 3 .67 18.17 7.27 
Why Japanese Go to 6 2 4 .33 10.33 7.75 
How to Make a Cal 1 6 2 6 .33 7.83 5.88 
Learning English 7 1 5 .14 11.86 10.38 
On a Sunny Day on 7 0 1 0 6.86 6.86 
Business Letters 9 5 3 .56 11.00 7.07 
Kyle Saved His Bro 9 2 2 .22 9.11 7.45 
Learning Foreign 10 1 3 .10 11.30 10.27 
Portland Is a Good 11 6 3 .55 11.00 7.12 
Reason Why We Lear 12 4 3 .33 8.92 6.69 
Oregon State Fair 13 3 3 .23 8.23 6.69 
Welcane Hane, 14 4 3 .29 10. 79 8.39 
A Fire 14 0 5 0 8.43 8.43 
Results of OVerpop 19 2 6 .11 10.21 9.34 
Impression for Por 20 6 8 .30 7 .90 6.08 
Keita 
Religion 7 7 3 1 13.29 6.64 
Choosing Partners 7 4 4 .57 13.29 8.45 
"Dead Poets Society'• 7 7 1 1 14.00 7.00 
Love 9 2 1 .22 7.78 6.36 
Pioneer 9 5 2 .55 11.00 7.07 
About Myself and 11 3 6 .27 11.54 9.07 
His Name Is Sail 11 2 4 .18 8.18 6.92 
Writing Issues 12 4 3 .33 8.92 6.69 
Christrras Cake 13 6 7 .46 12.46 8.53 
Contrast My Life 14 5 8 .36 12.07 8.89 
The Hardest Choice 14 8 9 .57 14.21 9.05 
Positive and Negat 16 7 8 .44 15.94 11.09 
cultural Differenc 17 10 10 .59 11.00 6.93 
Mystery 17 14 8 .82 15.82 8.68 
Technological Inno 17 17 8 1 17.18 8.59 
Changes in Family 18 10 7 .55 6.33 4.07 
Small Talk 20 16 2 .8 10.40 5.68 
My Story 25 13 11 .52 15.12 9.95 
Attitude toward 30 13 14 .43 14.37 10.02 
About Fairy Tale 49 19 21 .35 10.02 7.22 
Television Program 55 31 24 .56 13.49 8.63 
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The differences between the conjunct use of the two writers can be seen 
in Table VII. Conjtmcts were classified first according to semantic 
function so that preference for different conjuncts with similar meanings 
would be apparent. The asterisks in the colurm at the far right indicate 
those conjuncts used by both writers. There are noticeably few of them. 
TABLE VII 
TYPES OF CLAUSAL CONJUNCTS (GROUPED BY SEMANTIC FUNCTION) 
Surrmatives 
and 
and also 
also 
besides 
moreover 
Contras tors 
but 
however 
on the other hand 
and on the other hand 
the other side 
although 
despite 
cause and Effect Indicators 
because 
so 
therefore 
Sequencers 
first of all 
first 
second 
third 
at first 
at last 
then 
and then 
next 
Total 
34 
7 
2 
1 
1 
35 
12 
4 
1 
1 
3 
1 
24 
19 
12 
4 
3 
6 
2 
1 
1 
7 
1 
1 
K 
16 
6 
1 
1 
0 
23 
11 
4 
1 
1 
3 
1 
15 
14 
12 
4 
l 
4 
l 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
N 
18 
1 
1 
0 
1 
12 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
5 
0 
0 
2 
2 
l 
1 
1 
3 
l 
1 
K&N 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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TABLE VII 
TYPES OF CLAUSAL OONJUNCTS (GROUPED BY SEMANTIC FUNCTION) 
(continued) 
after that 1 1 0 
Il 1 ustrators 
for example 7 7 0 
for instance 1 1 0 
Specifiers of Level of Generality 
in general 1 1 0 
generally 1 1 0 
basically 3 3 0 
Emphasizers/ Proofs 
actually 2 2 0 
in fact 5 5 0 
of course 2 2 0 
but of course 1 1 0 
Paraphrase rs 
in other words 3 3 0 
Optives 
or 2 2 0 
Subject Changers 
anyway 6 6 0 
by the way 3 3 0 
-
Totals 221 161 60 
Of the thirty-eight clausal conjuncts used, only eleven were used by both 
subjects. These eleven acco'l.ll'lt for sixty-eight percent of all clausal 
conj'l.ll'lct usage and serve only four functions. They are listed below in 
order of frequency of occurrence, fran high to low. 
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TABLE VIII 
HIGH FREX;.UENCY CONJUNCT CONTRIBUTION TO TOTAL CONJUNCT USE 
but 16% 
and 15% 
because 11% 
so 9% 
however 5% 
and also 3% 
then 3% 
second 3% 
first 1% 
third 1% 
also 1% 
-
68% 
Perhaps more useful in understanding the relationship between 
clausal conjuncts and coherence is a look at the relative proportions of 
the use of clausal conjucts as coordinating conjunctions, subordinating 
conjunctions, and conjunctive adverbs. The clausal conjuncts used by 
subjects in this study are classified in Table IX (p. 42) according to 
grarrrnatical function. 
TABLE IX 
TYPES OF CLAUSAL CONJUNCTS (GROUPED BY GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION) 
CLAUSAL ADVERBS: COORDINATORS: 
first of all for exarfille 
and also first for instance and 
also second in general but 
besides third generally so 
moreover at first basically or 
however at last in other words 
on the other hand then anyway SUBORDINATORS: 
and on the other hand and then by the way 
the other side next although 
therefore after that despite 
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Attention to the use of conjuncts revealed certain patterns in the 
students' writing. No connector or transition was consistently used 
inappropriately; in fact, few errors could be found at all. Occasionally, 
Kei ta made an error that seemed to fal 1 in the. danain of contextual 
restraints, suggesting the problem was pragmatic rather than semantic or 
syntactic. The errors occurred where was attempting to shift the reader's 
focus. For exarrple, after developing an idea in a general-to-specific 
pattern, and trying to roove back out to the next general subtopic, he used 
a connector too weak to bridge the breadth of the gap. Generally, his 
error was to use but where however was needed. 
A few errors occurred when Reita attempted to shift the focus to a 
related concern that did not fit into the hierarchical pattern at all. 
This would seem to be due to the influence of Japanese culture and/or 
language since the relationship he was attempting to draw is a type 
accepted and valued in Japanese rhetoric. Reita talked about his struggle 
with this issue in the interview, as is discussed in Chapter V. 
Both students' organizational strategies at the sentence, paragraph, 
and rhetorical levels appeared to be fairly consistent. As is apparent 
in the report on clauses , about half of the sentences were simple or 
ccmpound; and about half, ccmplex sentences consisting of two clauses. 
Most of the sentences contained no roore than one to three clauses. An 
occasional sentence contained three or more clauses. Of those sentences 
ccmposed of two or roore clauses in Reita's writing, many were conditionals 
using if. Also in his writing, there were frequent instances in which 
three or roore clauses could readily have been ccrnbined into a roore ccmplex 
sentence simply by changing the punctuation; but he either did not 
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recognize this was the case, or did not know how to punctuate sentences 
this way. (A third alternative, that he was aware of the opporttmity to 
form a more canplex structure, knew how, and consciously chose not to, is 
tmlikely. In his interiview, he expressed clearly and adamantly his 
desire to use more canplex structures to express him.self more fully.) 
Because he left many related sentences tmcanbined, a pattern emerged of 
beginning many sentences with a conjunct. A corollary to this, of course, 
is that few conjuncts occurred in the middle of sentences, between 
clauses, with the rare exception of and or but. 
RHETORIC 
Throughout most of the students' writing, sentences within a 
paragraph were arranged in either an inductive or deductive 1 inear 
pattern. The number of each type of pattern was not counted, however; so 
it is unknown which arrangement was more coomon. There was sane evidence 
that paragraphs which followed a general to specific pattern often ended 
with a general sentence only slightly different frcxn the lead sentence. 
The relationship between the first and last sentences in these paragraphs 
was much like that pr-escribed for introductions and conclusions in English 
rhetoric. In all of the writing, except where the style was narrative, 
a sort of thesis or topic sentence began each paragraph. These sentences 
were either an illustration of the idea to be developed or a general 
statement of it. Occasionally, the lead sentence was a question. 
All but three of the four shortest of Keita's samples were broken 
into paragraphs; whereas almost all of Nacxni's samples were single 
paragraphs only. As a result, the renaining description of the overall 
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rhetorical pattern pertains only to Keita's texts. In his writing, all 
of the paragraph breaks fell where a change in focus occurred. Not all 
shifts in focus wer-e indicated by a paragraph br-eak, however. Concerning 
those that were not, a distinct pattern was discernable. Sanetimes, when 
he shifted the focus to a different aspect of the same topic, he did not 
begin a new paragraph. The roost notable incidents of nm-on paragraphs 
involved sanething quite different, however. These paragraphs displayed 
a rrarked change in subject, so rrarked, in fact, that the relationship 
between the new idea and that which imnediately pr-eceded it could only be 
determined by inference. Often the second idea was followed in the next 
sentence by a third idea, just as distantly related to the others as the 
second was to the first. The third might then be followed by two or three 
more. Thus was the essay concluded. The sanple text below (printed in 
its entirety exactly as Keita wrote it) illustrates the rhetorical pattern 
described above. 
I think there rrany cultures in the world. And these 
cultur-es has been effected by histor-y. In other- words, each 
cotmtry has it own cul tur that constst it 01.m history. So I 
try to discribe culture differences between the U. S and Japan. 
First of all, attitud for problems is different. I think, 
when people fran Western cotmtries try to solve a problem, 
they usually try to solve with positive attitude. But it 
seems to me, when Japanse try to solve their problems, their 
attitude is always negative. Why is that? I think, Japanese 
history has been ofganized fran agricultural people. So, they 
usually depend on nutural. For exanple when they rrake rice, 
they seed in the soi 1 and they hope good weather. They think, 
the result depends on the weather. The way of thinking relate 
Japanese negative attitude. 
The people frcm Western cotmtry, on the other hand, their 
way of thinking is very positive. Because, their history has 
been organized by htmting people. They had to find anirrals 
for their diet fran ancient. 
Anyway, we have to respect the culture each ather, as well 
as understand. 
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It might reasonably be stated that Keita's sarrples demonstrated 
clear beginnings and middles, but fuzzy and inconclusive endings. In a 
sense, it could be said that the essays contained two middles--the first 
a develo:i;:rnent of the ideas put forward early in the paper, and the second 
an introduction of new, distantly related subthemes--and a brief, inferred 
conclusion. 
In contrast to the latter half of each essay, the first half closely 
resembled the sort of linear progression derived fran a hierarchical 
outline. The first paragraph of each introduced a general theme stated 
as the topic of the essay. Subsequent paragraphs modified and developed 
that theme up to the pivotal point previously mentioned. In sane of the 
essays, the arrangement of sentences within two adjacent paragraphs was 
closely parallel. This was most noticeable when the subject of the two 
paragraphs was a carparison of sane feature in two different situations. 
The excerpt be 1 ow, reprinted exact 1 y as it occurred in Kei ta' s text, 
illustrates this parallel clearly. 
In my opinion, people from Western countries think of 
themselves as individuals. Children of Western countries are 
taught to consider themselves individuals from an early age. 
Therefore, they can choose appropriate sports equipnent for 
each of their own sports skills. 
Japanese people tend to think of themselves as part of 
group. And Japanese children learn not to be individualistic, 
they tend to conform with others. So, they are apt to pri tend 
other's wear [clothing] or equi:i;:rnent rather than to choose 
appropriate equipnent for each of their own ability. To be 
a same position with others is very iili'ortant in Japanese 
cluture. 
In analyzing the organization of texts, certainly the most 
noticeable trait was the overall rhetorical pattern. Keita's writing may 
be characterized as follows. Each essay contained a clearly stated topic 
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which was different fran its iITi>lied focus. The topic was stated early 
in the essay. The body of the essay was devoted to developing ideas put 
forward in the introduction and stated as the topic. In the last two to 
four sentences of the essay, the writing shifted fran this topic to the 
iITi>lied focus. This focus was always indicated in the last few sentences 
of the essay, though never stated directly, and would generally be 
described as "the moral" in English writing. 
This pattern was apparent not only at the rhetorical level, but in 
a parallel manner, at the paragraph and sentence levels as well. The 
parallel relationship supports Christiansen's claim (1965, p. 144) that 
such patterns tend to recur at all levels because "they are the channels 
our minds naturally nm in, whether we are writing a sentence or a 
paragraph or planning a paper." 
Naomi's longer works, though few, did not fit this description at 
all. Instead, they followed the pattern of direct statement of thesis, 
development, and restatement of thesis prescribed in so many writing 
programs and ccmnonly viewed as typical English rhetoric. An exarr[)le of 
her writing is reprinted below without alteration of any kind. 
One result of overpopulation is such social problems as 
discrimination, family violence and crime. Discrimination 
produce problems of crime and family violence. 
overpopulation will produce a differend of a class and 
create discrimination. High class people look down on the 
lower class people. They live in different places and in 
different ways. Lower people are poor and this produces crime 
and family violence. 
Low class people can't live in certain places and often must 
live in slums. In a slum, the buildings are ruined and the 
places people live are very dirty. Because security systems 
are not adequate there, the crime rate is very high. 
Because of one's overpopulation, it's hard to have one's own 
house or to get a good job. Because people are poor there 
will often be family violence. It is not good for people to 
live in bad environments, they also are a bad influence on 
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children. 
The results of overpopulation are discrimination, crime and 
family violence. We can't seem to be able to stop the 
increasing population and the crime rate has been rising up. 
We have to consider the consequences of overpopulation before 
it is too late. 
CHAPTER V 
DISaJSSION OF RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TFACHING 
In this chapter the results of the writing analysis are discussed 
along with the interviews of the subjects. The discussion proceeds in 
roughly the same sequence as that used to report the results. 
Inplications for teaching are partially interwoven; however, a large 
segment of the following chapter is devoted solely to explanation of how 
the findings of the study can be applied to teaching and to 
student/teacher and student/student relationships. 
In preceding chapters, several series of questions were posed 
regarding the English writing of Japanese students and the attitudes 
Japanese students hold towards writing. In this and the foll owing 
chapter, an attempt is rrade to answer all of the questions posed. The 
reader needs to remember, however, that these answers are based only on 
a study of two writers, so should not be accepted as necessarily true or 
accurate for Japanese writers in general. There is great variety among 
the members of any cultural group, including the Japanese; and one of the 
goals of this study was to Cati>ile inforrration that might help teachers 
get beyond the stereotypes of Japanese writers which can easily confine 
teachers' relationships with these students and restrict their 
effectiveness in helping the writers grow. 
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CLAUSES 
In the data adapted to exclude the influence of sentential hedges, 
the mean cl a use 1 ength in Naani 's writing was reported as 7 . 85 words; and 
that in Keita's, as 8.54. (The raw measures of clause lengths are 
slightly lower). According to the measures of average clause length of 
native speakers in Hunt's definitive study of T-units (in which the number 
of subjects was 72), this would place Naani's writing on a par with that 
of Americans in seventh grade and Keita's on a par with that of Americans 
beginning twelfth. So, although the difference between the two writers' 
clause lengths appears srrall quantitatively, it may be that in terms of 
writing develo:i;;ment it is actually quite large. 
A similar carparison of the Japanese subjects' average length of T-
units places their writing at the levels of seventh grade and eighth 
grade, respectively. So, by this measure, both Keita and Nacrni seem to 
have reached the same point of develo:i;:ment. 
The subordination index places the Japanese writers with an even 
younger group. The ratio of clauses per T-uni t in Naani 's writing 
corresponds to that fotmd in the writing of low fourth graders, while the 
same ratio in Keita's writing corresponds to that found in the writing of 
advanced seventh graders. This gap between the two Japanese students is 
carparable to that fotmd by measuring clause length; however, it appears 
that subordination is developing m:>re slowly than T-tmit length. 
That significant differences exist between the writing of adult 
native speakers in Htmt 's study and the writing of these Japanese students 
suggests that clause analysis may be a useful tool for describing the 
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differences between the rhetoric of ESL students and that of native 
speakers. If Hunt is right in concluding that T-unit and mean clause 
lengths are the best measures of writing rraturity, and the subordination 
ratio all'TX)st as good, then, according to the results of this study, these 
measures rray be useful in developing a clearly defined target of 
rhetorical forms that could be used in ESL instruction. At the very 
least, it rray provide ESL teachers with a quantitative basis on which to 
analyze and evaluate the rhetorical development of their students, 
particularly if the changes in these measures can be plotted along a 
regular pattern of development. 
Because many rhetorical devices rray be considered stylistic 
features, and one style or another preferred by a given culture, it rray 
be useful to CCJT\Pare the features of the Japanese students' writing with 
the stylistic features found in the fiction of sane well-known writers who 
are native speakers of English. Faulkner and HerTrningway serve as two good 
exarrples because their syntactic styles are often considered to be two 
opposing extremes on a broad continuum. Hunt found that Faulkner tends 
to extend the length of clauses and T-units to approxirrately 50 percent 
beyond the average of twelfth graders, but that his ratio of subordination 
is almost the same as that of twelfth graders. HerTrningway, on the other 
hand, greatly reduces T-unit length and ratio of subordination, but holds 
his clause length to about the same as twelfth-graders'(Hunt, 1965, p. 
309). 
These differences between extremes indicate that even within the 
large rhetorical camn.mity of English speakers, there is a wide range of 
accepted and respected styles of clause handling. They also suggest, 
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however, that a clause length of approximately 8.6 words may be the 
minimum expected of adults by readers. This may be because for native 
speakers, ''most of the growth in clause length occur[s] early in the 
school years" (Hi.mt, p. 308), with subordination developing later. 
Because of the interplay between clause length and subordination, length 
of T-tmit grows steadily and relatively evenly fran fourth grade on. 
Taking this growth pattern into accotmt, differences between native 
speakers' and these students' writing development may be characterized 
more accurately. It appears that both Keita and Naomi are following a 
pattern of sentence development similar to that of native speakers in that 
clause length is developing first, but different in that subordination 
development is lagging further behind clause lengthening than in the 
process of native speakers. According to al 1 measures, Kei ta is 
apparently further along in the process than Naomi. 
In effect, clause length may be a weighted variable in the eyes of 
readers, and the single most important index of sentential development in 
English. However, given the fact that one of the subjects of this study 
is nearing what seems to be the minimal clause length accepted for adults 
and still has not achieved a native sotmd, clause length may not be the 
discriminating factor ESL teachers are looking for to direct students to 
a target in rhetorical form. This information, canbined with the idea 
that subordination and length of T-tmit may vary rrore widely than clause 
length and still be acceptable to the rhetorical carmunity, suggests that 
the rhetorical problems of Japanese students writing in English do not 
stem fran the way clauses are handled in sentential developnent. 
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HEIXIBS 
In the clausal analysis performed for this study, sentential hedges 
were identified as a confounding factor because their preponderance in 
Keita's writing accounts for a significant amount of subordination which 
is different in its effect on the reader than other subordination. To 
understand the writer's purpose in using these hedges, as well as their 
effect on the writing as a whole, all hedges, both sentential and phrasal, 
were analyzed. 
For this analysis, hedges were defined as words and phrases which 
soften the irrpact of the sentence or clause they rood.ify, or which lessen 
the certainty of the idea reported in the rood.ified clause. Often, they 
are used to indicate the information connected to them is subjective in 
character, and thus open for dispute. In separate interviews, both 
subjects confirmed this interpretation of their purpose in using hedges. 
Kei ta, in particular, talked at length about them. In the following 
excerpt frcm the interview with him, "K:" indicates Keita' s speech, while 
"I:" indicates the interviewer's speech. 
K: 
I have to point out one more thing about Japanese writing. 
Last year, I used to use perhaps, seems ... these words in 
my Catt>osi ti on . . . many of these words . . . to avoid, avoid 
. . . . [In] Japanese, ... if I accuse saneone, I need to 
use ... superficial, not direct . . . . I'm not supposed 
to use the word direct; I'll have to use another word. I'll 
replace another word; it's same thing: "Perhaps he is wrong. 
Perhaps, rraybe he is wrong. He seems . . . . " I ' 11 use these 
words to avoid to suffer another person the blame. I really 
want to say, "He's wrong! He's nasty guy!" but, this is too 
much. If his logic is this, he will understand my mind. We 
Japanese, we can understand each other aJR way: not, not 
language, irrplication. 
I: 
Do you use m:>re of these words if it's a stronger feeling? 
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K: 
Mhm, mhm. 
I: 
And if it's a weak feeling, you don't need as much? 
K: 
Yes, yea,yea,yea,yea,yea, yes, yes. 
I: 
So, if saneone went to a whole lot of trouble to be careful, 
I could infer frcm that, this person had a very strong 
feeling? 
K: 
Yea,yea,yea,yea. 
I: 
Yea? 
K: 
So, my COJllPOSi tions have rrany seems, perhaps, and I avoided 
to express directly. This is Japanese way. 
I: 
Are you more ccmfortable with that style of using the hedges? 
K: 
Yes, yes, because if I want to describe or express this thing, 
maybe you need native try to express about this direct and 
persuade another people, but Japenese style is . . . maybe 
I'll try to express this first ... not direct: a little, and 
a little, and a little; maybe this; ... perhaps, perhaps . 
. . and also seems .... In Japanese, it's enough, enough 
to express the content, and I can persuade another, another 
reader. 
I: 
Will all Japanese students of English tend to use those words 
a lot? 
K: 
Yes. 
I: 
Is it kind of a cultural style? 
K: 
Yes . . . yes. Okay, if I try to write sanething in Japanese, 
we . . . rrany times we can use the same meanings: perhaps or 
seem and feel ; but . . . so maybe the way . . . so even in 
English we try to use the word perhaps, feel, seem ... and 
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these words cause a native speaker [to think]: "I can't 
tmderstand that," and "what is his point?" . . . . I 
tmderstand what and how to write English, English carposition, 
so I change my style; but even though I learned this style, 
if I get back to Japan, and if I write sanething, I'll use 
these words [hedges] in sentence. 
I: 
In Japanese style, let's say you're hoping saneone will agree 
with you, and you are talking about your subject. Is that 
person probably going to agree with you more easily if you use 
words 1 ike seem? 
K: 
In Japan, to express directly, rraybe people will be 
uncanfortable, and so we usually use these words. 
Naomi, likewise, expressed the importance of indirectness to the 
Japanese, but she also explained that when writing in English, she 
purposely avoids hedges "because if I use rraybe or perhaps, I think it's 
not [good] CQfii)osition. I think I shouldn't use rraybe or perhaps." When 
asked where she got this idea, she responded, "Maybe high school or junior 
high school teacher I think told me." The response is interesting in two 
ways. One, it indicates that there are at least sane teachers in Japan 
who are consciously guiding students away fran the indirect pattern. Two, 
it is interesting because Naani's response, itself, is a.~ illustration of 
frequent use of hedges . Despite the fact that her speech during the 
interview was ful 1 of hedges, she succeeds in avoiding them almost 
cCJli)letely when she writes. For Kei ta, the same cannot be said, for 
although he indicates in his interviews that eventually he realized the 
use of rrany hedges would be negatively evaluated, he continued to rely on 
them in writing for sane time. 
Accotmting for the difference in the practice of the two writers 
when their awareness is about the same is not a simple rratter. Age rray 
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play a part, but so might personality, priorities in the thinking/writing 
process, willingness to adjust culturally, and many other factors. What 
is clear is that, given the same message, different students can react 
differently. This i"'i>lies that writing teachers would do well to use 
various approaches to a single issue and to offer students more than one 
strategy for handling the language involved. For ex~le, in this case, 
informing Naani of the negative evaluation was enough to help her not use 
hedges. For Keita, instructions on how to edit the hedges out of his 
writing after CClli>leting the first draft (as one teacher eventually taught 
him) proved to be a more effective tool. 
At the sentence level, hedges act as semantic qualifiers. When used 
often enough, they begin to affect the rhythm of the language and create 
a sound of continuity in the prose as wel 1 . In this way, they can becane 
inter-sentential unifiers which lack the semantic carponent of conjuncts. 
The result can be both beneficial and problematic. It is beneficial in 
that it makes the prose read with fluidity, lending it a native so'!md, as 
in the following excerpt fran Keita's work. 
I think nobody would doubt that we live in a technological 
age. But will technology always give us solutions for the 
problems that we rray enco'!mter in future? Its seems to me 
yolmg people, especially, are very optimistic in their 
outlook, and rrany of them believe that new technological 
discoveries will continue to bring new ways of life for us. 
In fact, we already find rrany ex~les of robotlike rrachines 
doing rrany jobs in industries. However, what about this 
problem of technological innovations and errployment? 
In this introductory paragraph of one of Keita's CClli>OSitions, the 
use of hedges is hardly noticeable on first reading. The paragraph as a 
whole sounds like it could have cane fran sane kind of letter to the 
editor. When the reader considers each sentence carefully, however, an 
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interesting pattern emerges. Every sentence begins with either a hedge 
or a clausal conjunct. Here, the hedges do not sotmd necessarily non-
native, nor inappropriate to the context in which they're used. They help 
to establish and maintain a steady rhythm in the prose and make the 
writing sotmd conversational. 
However, hedges can be proble1"0tic in that overuse of hedges can 
irrpede cohesion. If a hedge is used where a conjtmct is needed, the 
rhythmic need for a connector is filled while the semantic and syntactic 
need for a link is left void. Furthermore, because the hedges contribute 
to fluidity, they are not readily identifiable as the source (or a source) 
of a problem. Consider the following of Keita's (E!l'Ti?hasis added): 
First of all, attitude for problems is different. I think 
when people fran Western cotmtries try to solve a problem, 
they usually try to solve with positive attitude. But it 
seems to me, when Japanse try to solve their problems, their 
attitude is always negative. Why is that? I think, Japanese 
history has been organized fran agricultural people. So, they 
usually depend on natural. 
Again, at a glance, the hedges in this paragraph of Keita's may not 
seem to be causing any problems. Notice what happens to the coherence, 
however, when appropriate conjtmcts are substituted for the hedges, and 
the need for the question eliminated in the process, as in the following 
reprint of the same excerpt cited above, this time with modifications 
added by the researcher (E!l'Ti?hasis added as well): 
First of all, attitude for problems is different. For 
exarrple, when people fran Western cotmtries try to solve a 
problem, they usually try to solve with positive attitude. 
But, by contrast, when Japanse try to solve their problems, 
their attitude is always negative. Because Japanese history 
has been organized from agricultural people, they usually 
depend on natural. 
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The parallelism becanes clearer, and as a result, the contrast sharper. 
The need for the writer to include a parallel cause and effect statement 
regarding Western history's influence on Westerners' attitudes beccmes 
rrore apparent, because the cc::rnparison is now in focus. A look at the 
thesis statement and introduction directly preceeding this paragraph in 
the essay confirms this need for support. (The following text is copied 
without alteration). 
I think there are many cultures in the world. And these 
cultures has been effected by history. In other words, each 
c01mtry has it own cul tur that constst it oun history. So I 
try to discribe culture differences between the U. S and Japan. 
The writer's intention is to establish a direct connection early in the 
paper between a society's history and its culture. This direct cc::rnparison 
will then beccrne the jumping-off point fran which the writer launches into 
a cc::rnparison of culture, his goal being to show that conterrporary 
differences in culture are historically based. To American readers, 
leaving out the cause and effect statement which would explain the roots 
of Western culture historically is likely to be interpreted as a flaw in 
the logic of the argument. When the language of the writing beccmes more 
direct, i.e., when the hedges are replaced with indices of the 
relationships between ideas, it beccmes easier for the reader to identify 
the missing link. Likewise, it becanes clearer how hedges can sanetimes 
camouflage the path of reasoning or logic the writer is following. Within 
a single paragraph, the effect may not be dramatic; however, if the 
pattern is sustained throughout an essay, the degree of obscurity tends 
to grow exponentially with each paragraph, because earlier paragraphs 
create the context for those later. 
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As can be seen fran the exarrv?le above, the substitution of needed 
conjuncts with hedges creates a kind of gap in the text, which means it 
creates a gap in the context for any discussion, explanation, or story 
that follows as well. If this occurs often enough in a single piece of 
writing, the net result might very well seem to American readers to be a 
"stepping stone" style of rhetoric through which the reader must hop to 
extract the ccxrplete meaning. It is likely to be negatively evaluated by 
American readers as a pattern that is too reader-responsible. 
According to Kei ta' s discussion, Japanese readers would evaluate 
this same pattern quite positively, however. In fact, as he explains, 
part of his intention in using hedges in English is to create a change in 
the general drift of the meaning or the perspective franwhich the author 
is writing. In this way, hedges are used as cues meant to indicate 
segmentation in the development of intricacy. Following is an excerpt 
from the dialogue in which Keita explains the duality of his purpose in 
using hedges. It begins with the interviewer speaking about Kei ta' s 
writing. "I:" indicates the voice of the interviewer; "K:," that of 
Keita. 
I: 
I noticed that scrnetimes in your writing, when a connecting 
word is [needed], like but, however, and, or in addition, 
instead of a connector that shows how the two parts are 
related, I would see a word like perhaps or it seems. 
K: 
Yes. 
I: 
There's a word there--1 ike perhaps or it seems, but it doesn't 
have the meaning, it doesn't show the meaning. 
K: 
Yes, yes,yes you might say that. 
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I: 
I'm wondering if it's because there are two ways to use this 
pattern. 
K: 
Implication. Implication doesn't require however; change is 
iITi>lied. So we Japanese tend to use perhaps, therefore, 
therefore, maybe, seems . . . . IITi>licate, iITi>licate, 
iITi>licate, iITi>licate. We believe, even [if] we use these 
words reader mu.st, mu.st, mu.st tmderstand. 
I: 
The contrast is iITi>lied? 
K: 
Yes. 
I: 
Because there is a word like perhaps there? 
K: 
Yes, perhaps is enough. I told you WE tmderstand the REAL 
meaning in the sentence. 
QUESTIONS 
In the results section of this report, the use of questions, like 
the use of hedges, was referred to as a regular stylistic feature of 
Kei ta' s writing. Fifteen of the twenty-one papers Keita subnitted contain 
at least one question. This represents an average of eight questions per 
one htmdred T-tmi ts, or 8%. How this CCl'Ti>ares to the use of questions by 
native speakers of English is an inquiry left to future researchers, but 
how Keita uses questions in his writing is the topic of discussion here. 
In several papers, questions are used to focus the reader on the 
thesis and are placed among the first few sentences. One paper begins, 
"Do you know Pionir squer? If you go there, you can see curious contrast 
between poor and rich." These two sentences constitute the entire 
introduction to a short composition. The question serves to establish the 
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general topic, while the second sentence indicates what aspect of that 
topic will be addressed. Similarly, another paper begins, "I think the 
movie has deep imprication about futur education method. Which way is 
better? New method or traditional method. I think most new method or 
ways are not apt to acceptable. 11 This exanple, punctuated as four 
sentences but actually canposed of three T-units, follows basically the 
same sequence, only in this case, the first two T-units (ending with 
''method") establish the general topic. The third indicates the direction 
the writer will take within that general framework. 
Considering that Reita expressed in his interview a strong 
reluctance to begin a paper with a direct thesis statement, and that most 
of his questions occurred in introductory contexts like those above, it 
is possible that the use of a question to introduce the topic may serve 
him as a kind of canpromise between directness and indirectness. In both 
the exanples cited here, the thesis could be stated more concisely without 
the use of a question. In the first case, the gramnar of the alternative 
thesis would be canparable to that Keita used: "If you go to Pioneer 
Square, you can see a curious contrast between the poor and the rich. 11 
In the case of the second exanple, however, the alternative thesis would 
require more canpl ex gramnar: "I think the movie has deep implications 
about whether it will be better to use new or traditional methods of 
education in the future. 11 It is not cl ear how much of Kei ta' s use of 
questions is in essence an avoidance pattern and how much may be due to 
a level of mastery insufficient for exploiting the language fully. In 
either event, the reliance on questions may indicate an unreadiness to 
explore potentially more acceptable alternatives. 
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In addition to focusing the reader on the thesis early in a paper, 
Kei ta' s questions scmetimes are used to change the focus at a point 1 ater 
in a paper. It is the second question (€!1i>hasis added) in the following 
example frcm Keita's text that illustrates this type of use. 
My American friend asked me "What age is considered a girl 
of marrageable age in Japan?" at last meeting, so I replied 
"Probably, frcm 22 to 25, I think. But it depends on a 
parson." By the way, do you kr1ow, a girl of marriageable age 
is usually ccm:>are to Chrismas cake in Japan? As you know, 
Chrismas day is acccrrpanied with Chrismas cake and also 
Japanese clelbrate the day with Chrisrras cake. 
The remainder of the body of this paper is devoted to an explanation of 
the sale of Christmas cakes. The conclusion, however, returns to the 
discussion of what is considered a marriageable age for Japanese women. 
Clearly, here, the purpose of the question is to turn the reader's 
attention away frcm the friend's inquiry to a story used as an 
illustration of the main idea. In this paper, the diversion would 
probably be evaluated by American readers as relevant to the topic; 
however, the way the diversion is introduced would probably seem too 
abrupt and lead to an evaluation of the writing as less than coherent and 
lacking adequate transitions. The second question in this excerpt can 
definitely be classed as a rhetorical device, but its success in the eyes 
of an American reader would be viewed as limited at best. 
In general, it seems plausible that Keita's inclusion of hedges and 
questions in nruch of his writing rray be due as nruch to the influence of 
the Japanese values of indirectness and intricacy as to any lack of 
control of the English language. Particularly in his use of hedges, 
neither syntax nor semantics appears to play any part. This does not 
explain, however, why Nacmi 's writing differs so greatly and does not 
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include either hedges or questions, when the two writers cane from the 
same culture, and thus hold the same cultural values. Whether degree of 
cultural adjustment has any bearing on these writing features remains to 
be discovered. 
CONJUNCTS 
So far in this chapter the results of analyses of clauses, hedges, 
and questions have been discussed. In the preceeding chapter, the results 
of analysis of one other writing feature operating at the sentential and 
intersentential level were reported as well: those regarding clausal 
conjuncts. Clausal conjuncts have long been treated by educators as 
integral to the creation of cohesion within a text, and scmetirnes even of 
coherence. One of the questions asked at the beginning of this study was 
how conjuncts contribute to cohesion and coherence. Their role begins to 
come clear when they are carefully defined. 
In the 1 anguage of prescriptive gramrarians, clausal conjuncts 
include coordinating conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions and 
conjunctive adverbs or transitions. They join parts of a text that are 
placed next to each other physically, but all conjuncts are not equal, 
either in meaning or in their conjoining power. This fact 1 ed the 
researcher to add an additional criterion to be used in the identification 
of clausal conjuncts for the purpose of this study. To be included as a 
conjunct, the word or phrase had to be linking clauses or units larger 
than clauses, and had to be used as a signal between these elements for 
the purpose of interpreting one or both of them. The first part of this 
requirement indicates their syntactic role; the second, their semantic 
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role. 
In their writing subnitted for this study, the two Japanese writers 
used clausal conjuncts with almost exactly the same frequency (. 43 and . 36 
conjuncts per T-unit for Keita and Naomi, respectively). However, out of 
a total of thirty-eight conjuncts used, only eleven were used by both 
subjects and these accounted for a total of 68% of the cc:rnbined total 
conjunct use. This suggests that despite a wide range of choices, a 
relatively small number are favored. It is probably not surprising that 
but, and, and because were the most popular, contributing 42% to the 
total. 
A cc:mparison of number of clauses per T-uni t and number of conjuncts 
per T-unit seems like it would reflect the percentage of subordination 
achieved with the aid of a conjunct, but it does not. Instead, it was 
found that most conjuncts were placed either at the beginning or end of 
a sentence and operated intersentential ly. Most subordination was 
achieved through other means, for exarct:>le using that, which , or a 
prepositional phrase. In Keita's writing, an average of 40% of T-units 
contained a second clause, and 43% contained a conjunct. In Nacrni 's 
writing, an average of 27% of T-units contained. a second clause, while 36% 
contained a conjunct. What this means is that the two techniques, using 
a clausal conjunct between T-units, and subordinating one clause to 
another, are not necessarily coincidental. Rather, they are alternative 
means of creating cohesion. This supports the ideas of previous 
researchers struggling largely to distinguish cohesion fran coherence and 
to delineate the role cohesion plays in coherence. 
Previous research indicates that clausal conjuncts do not directly 
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contribute to coherence because they do not create bonds within single 
messages. Instead, they link WHOLE MESSAGES; and are therefore COHESIVE 
devices. They are a kind of glue, one of the resources of English used 
to create cohesion. And, although cohesion is a rrajor contributor to 
coherence, it is not the only one. Furthermore, conj'lZ'lction is only one 
of several cohesive ties available in English. (Others include reference, 
substitution and ellipsis, and lexical cohesion). This means that a text 
can be incoherent even if it contains a great number of conj'lZ'lcts; and, 
conversely, despite an absence of conj'lZ'lcts, a text can be coherent. 
It appears that the m::>st significant determinant of the so\Zld, or 
texture, of a piece of writing (i.e., whether it seems American, Japanese, 
Arab, etc.) rray be coherence, a rhetorical feature that is culturally 
defined. According to Halliday and Hasan (1985): 
A text is characterized by coherence; it hangs together. 
At any point after the beginning, what has gone before 
provides the environment for what is caning next. This sets 
up internal expectations; and these are rratched up with the 
expectations . . . that the listener brings from the external 
sources, fran the context of situation and of culture. (p. 
48) 
For readers of English, the prirrary expectation derived fran American 
culture is probably explicitness, because the relationship between text 
and context is dialectical and the cultural value of linguistic directness 
is so high. Explicitness, in turn, probably defines the American notion 
of coherence. The degree and types of clausal subordination and 
embedding, along with other intrasentential features, probably contribute 
greatly to the presence or lack of explicitness in English writing, and 
thus to the am:>'lZ'lt of coherence. 
The data gathered in this study provide sane evidence that clausal 
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conjunction is only marginally connected to subordination. Of the total 
221 incidents of conjunct use in the texts collected for this study, only 
28 involved subordination, just under 13%. Of these 28 incidents of 
subordination involving conjuncts, 24 were accomplished using because; 3 
with al though; and 1 with despite. Most conjunct usage in the papers 
suhnitted for this study conjoined without subordinating. 
Looking at the relationship between subordination and conjunct usage 
from another angle unearths similar findings. Of Keita's 153 incidents 
of subordination (exclusive of sentential hedges, which would accotmt for 
50 more), only 19 involve conjuncts, approximately 12%. For Naomi's 
writing, the figures are slightly higher. In a total of 48 incidents of 
subordination (52 including sentential hedges), 9 involve conjuncts, 
roughly 19%. These figures indicate that most subordination does not 
involve conjuncts, but depends solely on syntactic strategies. 
In the course of the analysis of texts for this study, it was noted 
that certain structural devices, not usually classed as conjuncts, appear 
to play the same role as conjtmcts. Prepositional phrases, in particular, 
seem to operate tb.is way. For exarrple, the phrase, for all of these 
reasons was often used by Naomi to introduce a conclusion. What is 
different about such a phrase, however, is that the pieces it conjoins and 
semantically interrelates are not physically juxtaposed one against 
another as they are in the case of clausal conjuncts. Thus, it might be 
said that these phrases are cohesive devices very similar to clausal 
conjtmcts in role, but different in relative strength of their conjoining 
power. 
Al 1 of this information regarding connecting devices of English 
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supports the notion that there are many means of creating cohesion in the 
language. This inplies that teaching ESL students the meanings of and 
appropriate structural contexts for clausal conjuncts is only a small part 
of the task of teaching cohesion. Students need to. know that conjunction 
is only one of the tools available to them for creating cohesion, and that 
cohesion cannot engender coherence if the rhetoric does not meet the 
expectations of explicitness American culture defines. Subordination, 
anaphora, and other cohesive devices can be used to create cohesion as 
well. At the same time, a text in which the parts stick together well 
can still seem incoherent to an American audience if the parts fitted next 
to one another are not interpreted as being explicitly and directly 
related. Teachers need to make the cultural expectations of American 
readers clear to students in order for students to learn to identify (or 
"hear") what sounds native. As with so many things in 1 anguage teaching, 
there is a duality involved in teaching coherence: the roles of both 
writer and reader must be addressed; and the expectations and 
responsibilities of both, identified and defined. 
Few errors in the use of clausal conjuncts were fotmd in either 
student's writing. Those that were found are reported and discussed in 
chapter four. There is little rrore to be said about them here. 
Apparently, however, one of the challenges facing ESL students in the use 
of clausal conjtmcts is determining the cohesive strength of a conjunct 
in order to know where to use it. Teachers must keep in mind that 
mastery of the conventions of English writing is not the same as mastery 
of the semantic and syntactic carq;>onents of language and that the use of 
these conventions is heavily constrained by context. Thus, in teaching 
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conjuncts, ESL instructors need to address intercul tural as well as 
interlingual concerns. In addition, they would do well to remember that 
whether or not many transition words, or conjuncts of any kind, are used, 
may not necessarily affect how "American" the essay sounds. 
RHETORICAL PA'I'I'ERNS 
The brief length of Naomi's papers did not permit the same kind of 
rhetorical analysis performed on Keita's writing. Predominantly because 
of a difference in the assignments the two students were given, her 
writing samples rarely extended beyond one paragraph. As a result, little 
can be said about the rhetorical patterns she uses beyond the paragraph 
level. Naomi's writing used patterns of organization that were direct and 
linear. Her work may have a fairly native sound due to the explicitness 
of the language. 
The rhetorical pattern dOIT'inant in Keita's writing is most 
remarkable because of its similarity to the last two sections of the 
traditional Japanese rhetorical form, ki-sho-ten-ketsu. The pattern of 
ki-sho-ten-ketsu is characterized by an beginning intended to grab the 
reader's attention by making him/her curious, possibly through the use of 
a question or by posing a dilemra.. The beginning is usually calm and 
gradual. The second section generally develops the idea put forward in 
the first section without actually providing a new or different point of 
focus. The third section is intended to draw the reader further into the 
subject and requires a change of sane kind. The change may be viewed as 
a change in perspective, but perhaps it would be more accurately described 
as a change in the delineation of what is to be the context of the subject 
~' 
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discussed. In other words, the idea put forward in the first section is 
no longer isolated, but is shown in relation to ideas that might be 
considered its surroundings. The exact nature of the relationship between 
the ideas is generally not defined. Instead, the two are juxtaposed. One 
measure of the quality of this style of writing is the degree of intricacy 
the writer is able to create in this juxtaposition. The final section is 
expected to shift once more, sanetimes suggesting by exarr'(Ple or 
implication sane resolution of the problem or dile:rrra posed, other times 
toward a new and more poignant juxtaposition. The direction of the shift 
may be back towards the starting point of the writing or may spin further 
off fran it. Either way, the weighing of ideas proposed, and the 
subsequesnt evaluation of them is generally left to the reader. The 
intent is to send the reader back to the beginning if s/he is interested 
in pursuing the matter further. 
In this style of writing, changes in the ten section are perceived 
by Japanese readers as adding variety, interest and depth, making the 
writing more intricate and CCJl1?lex, and thus, more highly valued (Kitano, 
1990, pp.28-29). The reference to and discussion of ki-sho-ten-ketsu here 
is not meant to suggest that the traditional form influences c~osition 
writing today; rather to point out the possibility that the stylistic 
features valued in the past by Japanese culture may still be valued by 
that culture today. Hinds (1983, p. 184) notes that in contemporary 
Japanese CCJl1?0sition, a shift to a subtherne typically bears only minimal 
syntactic rnarking to cue the reader that a shift is taking place. Because 
of the lack of syntactic marking and the distance of relationship between 
the ideas expressed, the new information can easily be interpreted as a 
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digression by American readers, as is illustrated in the essay printed on 
page 45. 
In addition to the shift in focus, the abrupt ending, which tends 
to cast doubt or pose a dilemna rather than resolve one, can have the 
effect of making the essay seem inc~lete to an American reader. 
This student ccrnnented he didn't tmderstand why, in American English 
writing, the conclusion reiterates what is said in the introduction. In 
1 ight of this fact, it is not surprising that the 1 ack of paragraphing and 
the most marked divergence fran American style would occur predominantly 
at the ends of essays and not elsewhere. 
CHAPI'ER VI 
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
THESIS STATEMENT AND COHERENCE / A DEVELOPMENTAL OONTINUUM 
Based on the results of this study, an hypothesis of a language-
learning continuum, in which second language skill and knowledge is added 
on to that of the mother tongue, might be postulated to describe the 
developnent of Japanese students' use of English rhetorical patterns. 
Though no conclusions about the idea can be drawn fran this study, further 
testing with a larger sample and m:>re exhaustive study might prove useful. 
The two structural features of essays written by Japanese students 
that usually cause the most discanfort to American readers involve 
coherence and the placement of the thesis statement. These features are 
related. In order to discuss this relationship in any detail, however, 
exactly what is meant by coherence needs to be made clearer. An analogy 
may help to illustrate what is meant by coherence and to distinguish it 
fran cohesion. 
If one is trying to piece together a broken cup, the right fragments 
must be placed next to each other and lined up in a certain way. This 
might be called coherence. In order to make the cup whole, however, the 
pieces must be held in place with an adhesive. In writing, this "holding 
together" is called cohesion. As anyone who has attempted to fix things 
at hane knows, choosing an appropriate adhesive is essential to the 
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successful carpletion of the project. 
In writing, each step, or part, of the building process is culture-
bound. Which pieces can be placed next to which others, and precisely how 
they may be lined up depends on which "types of logical sequencing . . . 
are recognized as valid" (Halliday & Hasan, 1985, p. 47) in that cultural 
context. In order to choose an appropriate adhesive, the writer selects 
fran among "the set of linguistic resources that every language has . . 
. for linking one part of a text to another" (Halliday & Hasan, 1985, p. 
48). Of course, that set, and the usage rules governing its carponents, 
varies with the language. 
When an ESL student has mended a cup according to contextual 
guidelines of another culture, the product of his/her handiwork not only 
may not be recognizable as a cup, but it also may function differently, 
e.g., it may not even hold water. In carmun.ication terms, not only the 
message, but also the purpose of the message may be lost on the reader. 
Coherence, the way the pieces are lined up, enables the adhesive to 
give form to the relationships between messages and their intended 
purposes within a text. It allows the mended cup to function as a unit. 
In linguistic terms, coherence within a text includes "the linguistic 
cohesion that embodies the internal semantic relationships" (Halliday & 
Hasan, 1985, p. 49), and perhaps the pragmatic relationships as well. 
In teaching rhetoric, ESL instructors must be able to recognize the 
fragments as distinct fran the adhesive in any student's building project. 
They must be able to distinguish coherence fran cohesion. In order to do 
so, teachers need to attend to the context of an individual piece of 
writing as a whole, as well as to the context within the piece. As Hasan 
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indicates, a carment on a student paper like, "this doesn't hang 
together," is not useful. The student needs to know why. To be helpful, 
a teacher needs to explain which ideas can be connected to which and what 
linguistic resources are appropriate for holding them together in the 
specific space they occupy. Both the reason and the method for the 
changes must be made explicit. 
The culturally appropriate placement and form of the thesis 
statement are critical to the success of any student's building project 
when writing in English. Halliday and Hasan (1985) explain that: 
Every part of a text . . . is at once both text and context. 
In focusing attention on the language with which people learn, 
we should be aware of both these functions. Each element in 
the discourse, whether just one phrase or an entire chapter 
or a book, has a value (1) as text, in itself, and (2) as 
context, to other text that is to cane. (p. 48) 
In English, the thesis statement sets up the context for the entire rest 
of the text. If the thesis statement does not cane at the beginning, and 
is not stated directly, the text may not hold together. For Japanese 
students learning English, many problems with coherence may be traceable 
to their handling of the thesis statement. As they learn what cultural 
and linguistic options are not only available, but also considered valid, 
and begin to E!fll?loy these in their writing, their "cup" and its purpose 
becane more recognizable to American readers. 
What appears to have happened to Keita and Naomi is that they 
progressed through what may be a roughly predictable sequence of 
rhetorical changes along a language-learning continuum. According to 
their discussions of their experiences in learning English, both students 
first approximated the English style relying heavily upon familiar, 
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Japanese rhetorical forms, or at least on certain stylistic features found 
in these forms. 
Two of the oldest Japanese patterns are jo-ha-dyu, which rratches 
English rhetorical form in number of parts, and ki-sho-ten-ketsu, a four 
part form taught in Japanese writing classes in sane schools. Both 
students referred to the latter at sane point in the interviews. Although 
these are not the only organizational patterns acceptable to Japanese 
readers, they incorporate the stylistic features most highly prized by 
them: intricacy and indirectness. Mentioning these two forms is not to 
suggest that students in Japan are instructed to write English in this 
way; rather that they rray be likely to display a natural tendency to 
follow familiar patterns, even in an unfamiliar language. In fact, today, 
in sane, possibly many, English classes in Japan, the English pattern of 
introduction, body, and conclusion is presented and practiced; however, 
students rray not necessarily succeed in using this pattern initially. 
According to Reita, as the .American form was rrastered and added to 
the knowledge of the Japanese forms, he was still reluctant to let go of 
familiar Japanese-style introductions. He rraintained an indirect opening, 
posed a question, or otherwise used sane intricacy to capture the reader's 
attention. In part because traditional Japanese styles begin with 
indirectness, and in part because Japanese writing, and the culture in 
general, dictates that the rrain idea should always cane last, other 
students, like Keita, rray be reluctant to switch to what is basically the 
opposite type of beginning in English, i.e., to state the thesis first. 
They rray also lean toward retaining a rapid and brief ending for the same 
reason. Naani explained her reasoning about conclusions, and the 
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tenptation to put the thesis statement in the conclusion, in her 
interview. A longer excerpt may be found in Appendix F; a small portion 
has been reprinted here: 
I sanetimes ... it, it's stupid to repeat the whole story 
in conclusion, because I already wrote about the story. I 
have to repeat the same story in conclusion. Why do I have 
to repeat it? I sanetimes think about that, so I scmetimes 
think I should use thesis statement in conclusion. . . . I 
can't think of any other idea ... because what do I say? I 
already said everything. 
Inclusion of a m:xierately direct but still intricate opening, 
thorough develo:p!Tleilt and support, a change of perspective, and a 
conclusion which restates corrments from the introduction, and adds a 
thesis statement, seem.s to have marked the next stage of develo:p!Tleilt. 
This matches the description of Japanese student writing described by 
Tokoro (1986 in Kitano, p. 30). It appears that as the student adapted, 
the introduction becamernore direct, but still less specific, or focused, 
than the conclusion. The body of the essay became more explicit, thus 
appearing more tightly knit, and to the native English speaker, more 
focused. The ending remained relatively direct and very short for sane 
time. Unfortunately, this data could not be verified with dates of the 
writing of particular texts since the order in which texts were ccnposed 
was not cl ear in the memory of either subject. Most of this idea develops 
out of the interviews. 
The problem for Keita and Nacrni was that as they get the idea that 
the introduction parallels the conclusion and the body expands on the 
introduction, they were at a loss for what to say at the end if they rnove 
the thesis statement to the beginning. Not only Nacrni, but also Keita 
corrmented on this, expressing frustration. 
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The problem of feeling there is nothing left to say in the 
conclusion seems to perpetuate the use of brief endings and may tempt scrne 
Japanese students back toward a stronger shift, or twist, in perspective 
in the second to last paragraph, as seems to have happened often to Keita. 
One key to making the writing sotmd more American is to get Japanese 
students to move the thesis statement frc:rn the conclusion to the 
introduction. Removing the thesis frc:rn the conclusion seems to debilitate 
the use of a "ten" type of transition in most cases, because there is no 
longer an ending to link to the former section. As a result, the student 
abandons the "ten" and the essay begins to sound more "American." It is 
direct, 1 inear, and begins with the thesis. According to Kei ta' s 
explanation, this is equivalent to the sales approach in which the 
salesperson offers the custaner the best product first. His argument is, 
who is ever satisfied with buying the first thing the salesperson shows? 
In his mind, this is a very poor sales approach, and by analogy, a poorly-
valued writing style. 
Keita exclaimed clearly that at this point, he felt his writing was 
boring, partly because the conclusion seemed empty. It said nothing new, 
and was culturally void of identity as well. The body simply gave more 
details of what the inroduction already said. To the Japanese writer, 
accustcrned to expressing and understanding most meaning through 
implication, the writing at this stage seems dead, void of content, 
intrigue and refinement. It is similar in style to a Japanese child's 
writing; thus, the American style of writing enhances the Japanese 
writer's feeling of being reduced to a child when operating in the second 
language. The student response may be sanething like: ''Why not write the 
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introduction and stop there? The reader already knows what I'm going to 
say frcrn the introduction." Indeed, one of the marks of a "good" 
introduction in English is that the reader is able to predict what the 
essay will say based on the introduction. 
The hallmark of later stages along the interlanguage continuum is 
an essay ccrnposed of a direct introduction containing the thesis statement 
and mentioning al 1 of the main points of the essay; a body which explains 
as well as gives exarr@les and details of each of these main points, 
respectively; and an ending that is focused, short and plain. The three 
segments of the essay are parallel and nearly repetitious. No new 
info:rrration is introduced in the conclusion. Generally, at this point, 
the writing "sounds" native. Exactly why it sounds native, however, may 
be as much cultural as lingual. The students in this study differed in 
their evaluations of their writing when they neared this stage. Naomi 
was indifferent; Keita thought it was boring and childish. Both explained 
that if it got them a good grade, that was basically all they cared about. 
CUL'IURE AND RHETORIC / VALUES AND STYLE 
Hinds (1983) describes English as a writer-responsible language. 
In a writer-responsible language, most of the responsibility for 
camrunicating meaning in a piece of writing belongs to the writer; thus, 
the writer is expected to 1 eave no roan for guessing. This is in contrast 
to a reader-responsible language, in which most of the responsibility for 
camrunicating meaning is left to the reader, and in which it is the 
reader's job to eliminate questions of interpretation. Hinds' idea seems 
to be supported by the English carmunity since it has yet to receive 
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criticism. Little has been written linking American culture to this 
feature of English, however. 
That individualism is among the highest values of Americans is 
currently widely accepted. What that individualism i!li>lies about the 
cultural schema with which Americans are socialized may explain why 
English in general, and American English in particular, is so extremely 
writer-responsible. The comnonality of background knowledge in the 
American cultural schema may be relatively small car;;:>ared to that of most 
cultures, based as it is on the idea that each member of society is 
unique, with unique thoughts and feelings. This is evident in the 
frequency with which Americans inquire about the thoughts and feelings of 
others as well as showing dissent concerning the same. As one Swiss ESL 
student put it, "I have never been asked so many times and by so many 
people, 'What do you think? How do you feel about this?' as I have since 
I came to the U.S." The same student also expressed frustration over how 
Americans respond to her answers. She c~lained, exasperated, "I feel 
like they ask me just to disagree with me." The American cultural schema 
may include an expectation that personal ideas wi 11 be questioned and 
interpreted variously, and thus need to be expressed as explicitly as 
possible. Because the society is relatively heterogeneous, the writer 
rrn.JSt be responsible. The reading camnmity is not hanogeneous enough to 
achieve consent on the meaning, perhaps even to access the meaning at all, 
if the writer does not supply readers with the explicit connections 
between ideas which s/he intends. It may be that there is too smal 1 a 
carroonality of background knowledge among English readers fran which 
readers can draw to interpret meaning accurately. The further English 
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spreads to various cultures, the more likely this is to be so. 
If this hypothesis is accurate, the Japanese writer of English is 
at a distinct disadvantage since his cultural schema derives f ran a 
society predcrninantly consenting. The cultural. schema shared in a 
hanogeneous society makes explicitness redundant. Only what is new and 
different need be mentioned since shared background knowledge is so broad 
"everybody knows what that means!" Given the nature of Japanese society 
and the cultural values of consenting and of prioritizing the group above 
the individual, it is not surprising that Japanese is described as a 
reader-reponsible language (Hinds, 1983). The use of a "stepping stone" 
type rhetorical pattern allows Japanese writers to present only that 
infonnation which is new, or to present familiar infonnation in a new 
light, and to focus on the relationship between individuals rather than 
between ideas (Kitano, 1990, p. 34). 
Where an American writer is used to not knowing what the reader 
knows (due to heterogeneity and privacy values in American culture), and 
expects to require or provide specifics, Japanese writers must adjust to 
a nnich more acute isolation of personal ideas and knowledge than what they 
are used to before they can understand and believe the need to be 
specific. It is often a big surprise to Japanese students how many ways 
a piece of their English writing can be interpreted, outside of what they 
consider the "nonnal and interesting" range. Japa."lese students must give 
up their assurrptions that others know what they mean (i.e., share their 
background knowledge) to write like a native English speaker. It is as 
if they have a choice. They can perceive their knowledge as shared, and 
themselves secure within a ccmnunity of shared knowledge, and see English 
explicitness as stupid, insulting and childish. 
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Or, they can al 1 ow 
them.selves to experience a serious cultural loss in perceiving their 
knowledge as private and unique, and cane to understand how the direct 
style can seem adult. To choose the latter, the writer must accept a 
certain amount of isolation fran the comnunity. For a Japanese person 
this may well create feelings of insecurity because of the loss of 
identification with or through the group. The perception of the writer's 
knowledge as private is necessary, however, for the writer to make sense 
of the demand that in English the writer must be explicit. Holloway, in 
1981 pointed out that "teachers must help these students understand that 
not everyone shares the same 'semantic field' or context" (abstract). 
CULTURE LEARNING IN THE WRITING CLASS 
Fran the onset of the study, I expected to find differences between 
the students' interpretations and evaluations of English writing structure 
and those corrmonly held and espoused by the ESL teaching ccmnu.'1.i ty. Among 
the comnon Call'laints in this rhetorical comnunity are the claims that the 
writing of Japanese students is often "incoherent," "lacking in unity," 
or "inadequately organized," all of which tend to render the writing 
substandard in the eyes of the evaluators. My personal experience 
suggested to me that there do exist certain structural patterns which are 
cannon in Japanese students' writing, but that these patterns and their 
use are not entirely predictable. Among the Japanese writers I have 
taught, it has seemed that sane use these patterns all the time; others, 
scrnetimes; and still others, never. Furthennore, in conferencing with 
students about their writing, I noticed that sane bring to their writing 
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process an awareness of structure, of more than one possible logical 
organization, and of more than one possible interpretation of the meaning 
a given structure irrposes or irrpl ies. I began to wonder if those who were 
the most aware and the most flexible in their writing were also those most 
culturally sensitive and adaptable; at a glance, this seemed to be true. 
I wondered if my writers and I were struggling more with culture learning 
tha.'1 with language learning; for, were that the case, then my method of 
instruction should contain the cultural information needed for students 
to see how to adjust style as well as language. 
What this means for English teachers is that they may have more 
success in their writing classes if they take the time and ati>loy their 
cultural sensitivity to address students' feelings in the writing 
classrocrn. Sirrply telling students they are to talk about feelings in 
their journals (of course private and individual) and/or that they are 
free to discuss their feelings with their teacher (a person they perceive 
as an authority figure) may not fulfill this purpose. 
Following are some exarrples of ideas that may be more effective. 
At least once a week, and especially when beginning any major writing 
assignment, the teacher can talk about writing fears and disccrnforts, 
opening either small group or whole class discussions with an anecdote, 
joke or personal story (thus being the first to risk disclosure). Even 
a relatively brief ccmnent can help, especially if it is directed at a 
particular problem the teacher knows students are having. For exarrple, 
before an in-class writing time, and after brainstorming and outlining a 
comparison, a teacher might ccmnent, "I find the hardest thing about 
writing a comparison is the introduction. I'm afraid of introductions; 
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they have to be so clear. Usually what I do to get going is to write 
anything that canes to mind. Then, after I feel canfortable, I go back 
and see where I started. I check my organization and write a rough 
beginning. Sometimes I have to move things around. Often, only after 
I've finished the whole thing do I really feel confident enough to try to 
rrake the introduction exact. Does anyone else have this problem? (Wait 
for response.) Maybe sanebody here handles it differently. Let's rrake 
a list of some different ways to begin." 
The students or teacher can write the ideas on the board and leave 
them there for an encouraging reminder when the students actually begin 
writing. If students do not volunteer at first, the teacher can carefully 
go around the group coaxing, ''What do you do, Megumi? How do you begin?" 
Mentioning things like, "I have to have a cup of coffee beside me or I 
can't think." or passing a pack of gum around the classroom can help as 
well. They carry the message that we all need certain security devices 
and that it's "okay" to need and use these tools. 
Activities like the above actually serve two purposes. They focus 
students on their personal writing processes, enabling them to build an 
awareness and understanding of what works best for them, while assuring 
them that all writers experience fears and discanfort. They also provide 
students with "strokes" not only fran their teacher, but f ran their 
writing peers as well. As the ccrrmunity enters the writing process, it 
becanes more cohesive and 1 ess threatening. At the same time, students 
have a safe place to discover and explore options in the writing process 
they might not have thought of on their own. 
Another idea, and a kind of corollary to the first, is to hold 
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similar discussions when collecting papers, before reading them. For 
exarrple, as students are turning in their papers, the teacher can ask them 
how they feel about what they have written. S/he can also help the 
students gain a feeling of accarq;ilishment by addressing smaller successes, 
either within the writing process, or part of the product. Questions such 
as ''Who wrote a title that s/he really liked? Who wrote something furmy? 
Did this piece take more or less time than the last one? Now that you're 
finished with the rough draft, what do you think of your topic? Who 
learned how to spell a new word? Who remembered to check verb endings?" 
Talk which grants writers authority is a part of dealing with 
feelings about the writing process. Even when writers do not feel they 
have complete authority over the language, they can feel they have 
authority over the subject, their own process, and some aspects of the 
langilage. This helps to give them the courage to take the next step. 
When students truly feel that they are not the only ones who experience 
discanforts in writing, then the classroom can become a safe place to 
tmcover their insecurities and a resource for gaining confidence. For 
Japanese students, and any students concerned with conformity, convincing 
them that their feelings are the norm probably requires group consensus. 
A teacher cannot provide this; only writing peers can. But a -teacher can 
lead a group as a whole to this discovery. 
LIMITATIONS AND RECCMMENDATIONS 
In conclusion, the findings of this study support the notion that 
learning to write in a second language involves more than a mastery of 
gramrar, lexicon, and structural devices. Learning to write involves to 
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sane extent the learning of culture, and in this way it is a training in 
perception. Learning to perceive differently is a difficult but not 
impossible feat; however, it requires courage and sensi ti vi ty. For 
success in the ESL writing classroom, both teachers and students must 
develop these characteristics and learn to apply them readily. Without 
these tools, both the writing and the experiences of those involved will 
be little more than translations of a single reality into different words. 
The methods of analysis developed in this study, though limited in 
scope, were successful in indicating the presence of patterns of 
orga.~ization within the student texts. In particular, they were useful 
in characterizing development in the handling of clauses, clarifying the 
role conjuncts play in creating cohesion and coherence, in diagnosing 
problerrs created by the interference of hedges with the use of conjuncts, 
a.~d in identifying parallel relationships among the structures of 
sentences, paragraphs and larger u.~its of discourse. It is likely that 
these methods could be refined and applied to larger studies with fruitful 
results. 
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INFORMED OONSENT 
I , have been asked and have agreed to 
t>e a sUbJect in the research project called "Patterns of Rhetoric/Patterns 
of culture: a Look at the English Writing of Japanese Students." This 
study will be done by Suzanne Raschke, a graduate student in the Teaching 
English to Speakers of Other Languages program in the Applied Linguistics 
Department at Portland State University. 
I understand that, as a subject of the study, I will give Ms. Raschke 
copies of writing I have carpleted for past English classes and that I 
will be recorded on audio tape in an informal interview outside of class. 
I personally may not benefit fran this study, but by agreeing to be a 
subject in the study, the information learned may help others in the 
future. 
Ms. Raschke will answer any questions I have about the study. I 
understand that my name will not be used in connection with the 
information gathered in this study. 
I understand that I do not have to take part in this study. If I do take 
part in this study, I rray quit the study at any time and this wi 11 have 
no effect on my grade or my standing with my school. 
I have read and understand the information above, and I agree to take part 
in this study. 
Date ____ _ 
Signature -----------------~ 
If you have problems with this study, please contact the Chair of the 
Human Subject Research Review Ccnm:i.ttee, Office of Grants and Contracts, 
303 Cramer Hall, Portland State University, 725-3417. 
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Questions: 
(reprinted exactly as they occur in student texts; brackets are the 
researcher's) 
Programs & Ads Television 
1. But why do we rarely see anything [like] situation cc.medies 
on Japanese television? 
2. Why are Japanese advertisers anxious to use such [faroous] 
people in television carrnercials? 
3. Which way is better? 
About Fairy Tale 
1. What is their [fairy tales'] big attraction? 
2. ''Which do you prefer?" [within dialogue of text] 
3. What was content in the trunk? 
Positive & 
1. 
2. 
Negative 
Which ways have Western inventors always chosen? 
However, why there is such differences between people of 
U.S. and Japanese about attitude toward to solutions 
problems and issues? 
toward Sports 
the 
the 
Attitudes 
1. When you think about go to skiing, what do you think the 
first? 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
My Story 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Place? 
Equiprent? 
Snow condition? 
Transportation? 
By the way, why I have had nany different kinds of jobs? 
What happened to me in Japan? 
What ... travel? 
Cultural Differences 
1. Why is that? 
Technological Innovations 
1 But will technology always give us solutions for the problems 
that we rray encounter in the future? 
2. However, what about this problem of technological innovations 
and errployment? 
3. But we should keep the question what will technology mean to 
our future? 
The Hardest Choice in My Life 
1. Should I pursue a my dream? 
Changes in Family Structure 
1. But why a big family has recently becane a subject of wide 
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interest in Japan? 
2. Can't you hear their parents ''We just finished our 
nursing!"[?] 
Mystery 
1. However, if his opinion is collect [correct], why searching 
parties couldn't discover evidences of wreck or crash? 
Writing Issues 
1. How can I write? 
2. Does my English expression cause to misunderstanding? 
Christmas 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Cake & a Girl of Marriageable Age 
''What age is considered a girl of marriageable age in Japan?" 
[within dialogue of text] 
By the way, do you know, a girl of marriageable age is usually 
c~are to Christmas Cake in Japan? 
What value does the unsold Christmas Cake have on date of 
26th? 
Dead Poets Society 
1. Which way is better? 
Pioneer 
1. Do you know Pioneer squer? 
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Interview: Naani, Tape 1 (Interviewer Begins) 
ck. one of the first things i wanted to ask you about that i noticed was 
in your coopositions was that you had uh, one of the teachers, one of your 
teachers, puts an organization grade and a grarrrnar grade 
mhm 
and i started thinking about well, what does that organization mean to 
you? like if i start talking about organization in writing, what do you 
think of? 
about organization? 
yea 
maybe uh, she, maybe i think the organization mean if i have an 
introduction and a body and a conclusion, that mean is organization, so 
maybe the teacher expected, expect us to how we organize, where, if we 
have an introduction, a body, a good conclusion, i think 
when you write in japanese, do you have an introduction and a body and a 
conclusion? 
yes, we have a four part 
four parts? 
yea, uh of course an introduction and a conclusion and uh two body, two 
bodies 
how would you describe those parts? 
uh, i don't know how to say it in english, introduction and the, one is 
introduction, and second and third ... 
ki-sho-ten-su? 
yea, (laughs, surprise) wha you? 
that's the that's the method you use? 
yeayeayea 
when you write? 
yea, ki-sho-ten-ketsu, yea 
huh, ok, well i've had people tell me that that's an older style 
mhm 
that people don't rely on as much, 
oh, yea 
but ... it keeps caning up when i talk to people and when i read things that 
japanese people write, i can see, i feel like i can see sane of that style 
because japanese teacher requires to write ki-sho-ten-ketsu yea 
so you were required to do that in school? 
yes 
when you were learning? 
yes 
and at what level did they talk about that, when you were in high school 
or when you were younger? 
younger i think maybe junior high school 
mhm 
maybe we didn't write a we didn't write any Cali>Osi ti ans about ki -sho-ten-
ketsu in grade school maybe fran junior high school. we could write a 
cooposition freely in elementary school, ii think so 
so it was only as you got older? 
rnhm 
they started saying this is a good form or sanething? 
yea 
so in my understanding of that form, in the section called ten? 
rnhm 
there's a change, kind of like a change in focus? 
no, well, maybe change of focus 
how would you describe it? maybe i'm not using a good word? 
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uh, ma.in idea is the same, but we have to change a happening, maybe in the 
introduction we have to introduce how the story goes 
rnhm 
in the second paragraph ... scrnetimes we have to change, we have to change, 
for example we have to use but or by the way or anyway, no not anyway, but 
changing the but anyway but or otherwise 
in contrast? 
yes, in contrast, we have to change the way to write yea we have to oh we 
have to change the, not we have to change scmething in the third paragraph 
you mean the perspective or the way you're looking at it? 
yes,yes 
maybe or talk about it different? 
rnhm 
sort of talk about a related idea? 
yes 
or scmething? 
yea we have to change scmething in the third paragraph 
when you first started writing in English 
rnhm 
did you write english that way too? 
no, no 
why not? 
maybe we didn't write a composition so much, we learned about grarnnar 
grarnnar and uh we always had grarnnar only 
in japan you mean? 
in japan, yea, only composition is one sentence only and uh we have to 
translate fran japanese to english so we didn't have to write a long essay 
you were never dealing with a long piece of writing? 
rnhm 
so organization didn't cane into question? 
yes 
so how about when you came here then and you, you were first, the first 
times you were asked to write scmething longer, what was that like? 
i was a little upset because i scrnetimes in japan i wrote a journal or 
scmething but i always wrote uh freely, not ki-sho-ten-ketsu, i always 
write freely but in here, here the teacher required us introduction, body 
and conclusion and uh yea, she also said, we have also had ki-sho-ten-
ketsu, so i didn't know the english composition had the ki-sho-ten-ketsu 
so i was, first time i didn't like to follow the rules conclusion or 
introduction and i didn't know the english composition had a thesis 
statement, we didn't need to write a thesis statement, just we think in 
our minds in our head and uh we don't, we didn't have to write our thesis 
statement first but in english composition we have to contain the thesis 
statement in introduction so first time i hate that rule (laughs) 
so how did it seem, what did it seem like to you you didn't like it? 
rnhm 
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ok why didn't you like it? 
um because i always wrote in english freely, depends on what canes in my 
mind i always write freely but uh teacher required us to write rule, or 
sanething rule , so it bothered my mind, bothered my idea (both laugh) 
do you feel like its harder to express your meaning if you have to use 
that one form, of the introduction and body and conclusion, is it harder 
to express yourself? 
yes, sanetimes we, sane times we use the out 1 ine i think japanese don't use 
outline so much but uh here teacher require us to write a outline 1 and 
a, b, and 2 and a,b, so i never i never got that kind of style so it 
bothered me very much. 
do you think it helps, do you think making an outline helps when you're 
trying to use that american form? 
mhm, yea i think so 
it does? (surprise) 
yea at first i hate that but now i think its its easier to organize my 
canposition because when i was writing an outline, i can think i can think 
how the canposition goes like, goes 
how it goes, yea, so i think it help me, help us 
Later Segment: (Interviewer Speaks First) 
yes so if we were canparing the form of like a canposition say or essay 
in japanese and english, you think the paragraphs would be similar? 
yes i think so 
but you think how the paragraphs are arranged might be different? 
not so different 
no? 
no similar 
except maybe the thesis would be at the end? 
thesis, thesis we can use thesis in introduction, but most of most of us 
use thesis statement in conclusion 
did that cause problems for you that difference when you first started 
trying to use this englsih form? 
sanetimes, sanetimes, yea 
did you did you feel like your teacher understood, like if you wrote an 
essay and you put the thesis in the conclusion? 
what do you mean? 
if you wrote an essay here and you put your thesis in the conclusion 
part ... 
no, i have to put the thesis in introduction 
but did you ever do it the other way? 
no, in the mri ted states, at ala? I al ways use it in introduction, yea and 
uh i have to repeat the whole story in conclusion 
uhun, ok cause i was going to ask what if you DID do it that other way 
ever what happened if your teacher understood that the rrain idea was at 
the end or not 
so i sanetimes it its stupid to repeat the whole story in conclusion, 
because i already wrote about the story i have to repeat the same same 
story in conclusion, why do i have to repeat it, i sanetimes think about 
that so i sanetimes think i should use thesis statement in conclusion. i 
scrnetimes think its stupid 
yea 
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so i can't think of any other idea about conclusion, so writing a 
conclusion is scrnetimes a problem because what do i say? i already said 
everything 
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Interview: Keita, Tape 1 
in your classes, what do you think now is important, like how do you, how 
do you make a paper have unity, or how do you make a paper coherent? 
uhh, very simple 
yea? 
I feel, I think with the point (points to linear m:xlel) straight, never 
(points to cyclic model) I like if I write a carposition I never .. (points 
to twist in linear model); I try this co- um unity 
uhrn 
you see "huh? what?" (mimics instructor not understanding) I try, to, I'd 
like my reader to have interest in my paper, 
right 
I try, I try to use technique this way (points to a zig-zag model) 
in a kind of zig-zag 
yes, it's uhm, on purpose, it's my purpose 
yea, you did it on purpose, 
yes 
because, is your reason because you think that wi 11 be more interesting 
to your reader? 
yes, and to keep attention 
to keep attention, yea, so it doesn't get boring 
yes, but straight ... uh,uh,uh,uh (moves a pencil straight, straight, 
straight, and laughs as he mimics a person shrugging his shoulders and 
walking away) 
so you feel like if you use this technique that's real straight and linear 
that then the reader can just read it straight through and then walk away 
and forget it ? 
uhmh,uhmh 
and not, because, because he never got involved? 
uhmh 
and if, if you write a more intricate pattern that has changes in it then 
the reader will get involved? 
umhm 
and after he or she has read it, maybe they will, they'll think about it 
still some more? 
uhmh, uhmh 
and that's important, as a writer, that's kind of a goal? 
uhrn 
that you want your reader to keep thinking about your subject? 
ll lll lll ll ill ll 
is that? am I right in understanding that that's part of the goal of a 
good piece of writing? 
uhm 
that the reader will think about it after he's finished with it? 
uhmh, yes, so of course, of course I'll write this way: unity (points to 
linear) but rnmnm little bit boring (laughs) always, always this subject, 
the subject, doesn't exist only (points to a drawing.in which one circle 
is surrounded by and connected to several other circles and draws a pencil 
along the border of one circle again and again and again) this, there are 
many subjects 
so, so you're told here by your english teachers that you need to only 
write about this one small subject? 
yes! yes! 
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and that seems, that doesn't seem right because you' re thinking that this 
subject doesn't exist by itself? 
Yes 
it's connected to ... 
it's connected to other things 
ohh, 
so, sanetimes I try other things, other things, other things (draws around 
many circles and in between them) 
uh uh 
and sometimes I could, or I should uh take exafil)les of this or this or 
this and of course 1 ast I' 11 write about this, this subject. of course in 
conclusion, but the, the way passing, direct, body 
in the body? 
in the body I would like to, uhnmn, could, uhh or I would like to write the 
of other things (points to interconnected circles) to keep attention and, 
um, I would like to show interest about this so I'll I would like to use 
yea, the related ideas 
the related uhm 
and when you use these (related circles), what kind of cCl'TlTleilts do you get 
fran your instructors? 
uhhh 
what do they say? 
yes, uhh, ESL instructors never accuse or blame about ccrnposition, usually 
they say ccrnpliment: uhm great, uhm great, uhm bad (laughs) 
laughs 
great, great (laughs) 
so when you do this, when you bring in the related ideas, does your 
instructor say the ccrnposition does not have unity? 
yes! 
uhuh 
so, even if, even if you focus on this subject, this subject, 
uhuh 
tmity, ohhh, last (imitates instructor reading with puzzled face until the 
very end, then widens his eyes and says)"ohhhh I understand!" laughs. yea, 
ye-e-s! (points to linear patterns, reads quickly and without interest, 
then tosses it in the air frivolously) laughs ... but its boring, wow, I 
understand but I don't know why well, if he showed this line different 
tmity, goes different direction, but at least I could write direct. 
mhm 
direct, but nnrnhow could I learned, I learn 
mhm, so you feel now like you can write with that linear style: this one 
(points to linear m:>del) if you want to? 
mhm 
but you don't want to so you'll only do it when you have to? 
this is the way of english, I'm learn english so ... 
does it feel uncanfortable when you do that? 
oh-h-! I'm used to, I'm used to writing something in english, so these 
days I don't care. 
laughs 
My purpose is to get, how do you say, good grades (laughs) 
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laughs 
so, if he will give me A, I obey his instruction: ah! 1.mity, right! 1.mity 
(mimics student-teacher interaction with student ploying for grade) next 
time I'll try. This is uh just draft, uh, yes, I'll rewrite, I'll 
rewrite. 
so when you rewrite then, do you feel now like you know what you need to 
change to make it more, to make it have more unity? 
laughs. still now when I express sane subject, I would like to take this 
way (points to zig-zag model) 
yea? 
but he told me "your ccmposi tions, your sentences make reader believe 
ccmplex: does he, what does he want to say? What? What?" (imitates 
instructor) 
mhm 
this is my purpose. what he want what I can't understand. So, do you know 
I can't understand why. Ah-h! Conclusion, conclusion, 
ah-h ok 
so he um describes here right and he quote and he shows the example this 
is his purpose 
ok so you're saying that when the reader is ... 
mhm 
in your purpose, your personal purpose when you're writing, you expect 
that if the reader finds sanething ccmplex in the writing ... 
yes,yes 
and is not quite sure, then that will make the reader read more to find 
out ... 
what, why 
what you mean and to try to get unconfused? 
mh.rn 
so, that's its best to have sane ccmplexity? 
yes 
and some confusion through the body so that then the conclusion is very ... 
clear 
clear and is a kind of acccmplishment for the reader? 
yes. yes. 
ah-h-h-h! oh. 
Later Segment: (Interviewer speaks first) 
now what i see as a big problem with that [the teacher crossing off an 
ending in a student paper on the grounds that it changes the subject] is 
that's the Japanese student's main point, so that if the japanese writer 
takes that off the most irrt>ortant meaning is taken out that if english 
teachers are trying to help japanese students express themselves then what 
we need to do is help bring this part to the introduction 
ye-e-es 
instead of crossing it off, i think when see as when english teachers tell 
students leave the conclusion because it doesn't belong, then we are 
taking meaning away f rcm the student and maybe what the student needs if 
we are learning kind of to translate into a new language style is to bring 
this to the introduction and then ... 
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yea, its hard, hard, so 
but the the conclusion, that end part, that is, is that the most important 
part of the meaning? 
yes, and who, who who shows first the most important thing and puts it 
first? for example, if you want sane thing, i'm shopping, shop owner, oh, 
there many things and this, how about this, how about this? and rraybe you 
ah, eh, uh, ok this uhhuh? what do you think? uh? excellent! last 
right 
yes? 
so when we sell, we always save the best for last? 
yes, so why this thing i show first good things ... um ... do you have any 
other, any do you have any other things, um, I don't, i don't have ... ok 
(custaner leaving) 
ah-h-h 
but first ... how about this? ah-ok, how about this? you don't want, ok 
wait (shows best) excellent 
umhm,uhmh, yea ok 
the same thing why that the most important thing put in the front, ah i 
think this is the thesis, and the thesis put on the first, introduction 
mrrn i don't need to read! (laughs) 
oh, he want to say, oh this 
ok i understand (laughing) so if you put, if you put your most important 
thing in the thesis in the beginning, then why read the rest of the paper? 
yes 
and every, the most important thing is said soi don't need to read 
yes, i'll read another paper, oh this, here (mimes picking up another 
paper) ok (laughs) thank you ok 
(laughs) you know when you play cards, do you play cards? 
mhm 
if you are uh betting in cards, you save your best card for last 
yes, same thing 
same thing 
yes, so um, soi tried, i tried to write in organization, i never ... i 
hide (mimes hiding paper with conclusion) the most important most 
important things about subject ... (mime of struggling to put conclusion on 
top and resistance) 
yea 
this way is not, not rratch, not fit english style, so i put to to 
and so now your trying to put your rrain idea (motions to the front of the 
paper)? 
yes, yes the beginning 
uhuh when you were first uh talking with teachers about this, could you 
feel like, um, did you feel like the teachers knew that the part of your 
conclusion was most important to you, as a writer? 
you mean i asked my instructor about this? 
no, i mean when um, say you wrote a paper and you gave it to your 
instructor 
uhuh 
and your instructor ... 
instructor suggest to me that the conclusion, and what is the rrain point 
uhuh 
and after the conference and i practice again and again and again and i 
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got it i got a style that is typical uhm, of course in this argument paper 
this my purpose in writing this paper is to blablabla 
so now you just put it at the beginning? 
mhm 
when you had those conferences did you feel like your instructor 
understood. what your main idea was? 
nmnn, last year, last year? no-o! "what do you want to write? what's 
your purpose? the main point? grrrrr, rrrrr ... " and also uhnmn my english 
was poor, still now poor, but last year i couldn't explain correct (sound 
effects and imitating of teacher squinting at and puzzling over 
canposi ti on) 
uhuh 
he or she couldn't understand why i 'm my writing style different was 
different fran english style, yes? 
do you think if those teachers knew about this ... 
maybe 
do you think if the teacher knew, that that teacher could have been more 
helpful? 
yes, yes I think. 
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